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This Week's 
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CAMPUS 
2 Drew Hall students 
robbed and beaten. 
A2. 
CAMPUS PLUS 
Check out who won 
the local ~1udent council 
nd UGSA rep elections. 
A3. 
WCAL 
Area Advisory 
Neighborhood 
Commwioners offer 
support to HU student 
protesters. 
AS. 
NATIONAL 
Struggles and 
triumphs of the Black 
p~ highlighted at 
national publisher's 
conference. 
A6. 
INTERNATION 
Women's 
Amb~dor 
conference comes to 
IAC 
A7. 
TEMPO 
1bni Blackman leads 
hip-hop collection 
Freestyle Union. 
Bl. 
PULSE 
TIie Notorious BJ.G. 
&till 'hypnotizes' 
fans 
posthwnously. 
82. 
De&e .& Buster's 
pop•Cs--- among HU 
students. 
B3. 
SPORTS 
2INIJBB>ntrack 
I t ;... I l : f ,... ,." 
•• qualifym 
AI-Aallrican team. 
BS. 
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By Kacee D. WIikerson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
For tbe first time in more than 
five years, approximately 20 
percent of the Howard University 
population came out to vote in this 
year's student government elections 
for the 1997-98 school year. 
With a voting count of more 
than 2,000 students and the 
implementation of the D.C. voting 
method, this year's e lections 
process saw a great deal of firsts. 
'Thesday's polls were conducted 
at Armour J. Blackburn Center, the 
School of Law and the School of 
Medicine. Final tabulation counts 
indicated that the two slates vying 
for Howard University Student 
A ssociation eositions are the 
"Nation Time s late of Jonathan 
Hutto and Shawn Harvey and 
Kavin Edwards and Constance 
Cunningham, who are runnin~ 
together as the " Resurrection '97 
slate. 
Harvey is extremely excited with 
the results for Nation Time. 
"I'm so excited!" Harvey said. 
" However, I' m even more excited 
by the voter turnout, and I hope and 
Photos by Alda Muluneh 
Johnathan Hutto and Shawn Harvey 
pray that we get the same amount 
of voterfartic1pation in the runoffs 
on Apri 2." 
Constance Cunningham also 
expressed her optimism for the 
upcoming runoffs. 
Cavin Edwards and Constance Cunningham 
BUSA, trustee candidates contest 
General Assembly elections process 
By Kacee D. Wilkerson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Less than 24 hours afte r the 
fina l tabulat ions were in for 
General Assembly Elections, 
two slates entered contestations 
for this year's e lections process. 
Brian Saulsberry and 
Marilyn Hoosen, runnin* 
together as the " P.O.W.E.R. 
s late for the Howard University 
Student Association president 
and vice presiden~, and graduate 
trustee candidate t<.enneth Ward 
formally complained about the 
elections procedure conducted 
by the GAEC. 
Saulsberry and H oosen 
claimed the GAEC committed 
violations on three counts: 
■ Saulsberry and Hoosen 
wanted to and requested 
permission from the GAEC to 
switch pos itions, a llowing 
Hoosen to run as the presidential 
candidate and Saulsberry as the 
vice presidential candidate for 
HUSA. But they say that !lie 
GAEC would not permit them to 
make the switch because they 
did not have the reguest in by the 
registration deadline. 
-. The GAEC polls at the 
School of Law opened a half 
hour late. 
■ Voters fe lt the new 
voting system was too 
complicated and faulty. 
Hoosen and Saulsberry 's 
claims were brought to the 
attention of GAEC Chairwoman 
Kimberlin Love. 
The "P.O. WE.R." slate said it 
bad the promise of other 
students' votes if it switched the 
positions for which the 
candidates were running. 
SEE CONTESTATIONS, /l:3. 
Matthew Watley 
"We are really thankful for what 
we have achieved thus far," 
Cunningham said. "But the most 
important thing i!; that we let 
everyone know who supported our 
campaign that we are reall y 
thaokfuffor their help." 
Both s lates say tbey will be 
working over the break to increase 
voter participation in the runoffs 
next month. 
For the position of 
undergraduate trustee, there is a 
runoff between Turshima WiUiams 
with the "Classic Blue and White" 
slogan and Christopher Tyson, 
Tarshlma WIiiiams 
running under the " Elevate" 
slo_g_an. 
·1yson is also in high spirits 
about the runoff e lections, to be 
held the Tuesday following Spring 
Break. 
"I am enthusiastic about the 
voter turnout," 'Ivson said. " I think 
there was a wonderful spirit for this 
year's elections process, and I ran 
against a host of good people that I 
had a chance to get to know." 
Williams issued thanks to her 
supporters and also words of advice 
for the voters. 
"I'd like to thank everyone who 
Christopher 'Tyson 
supported me, and I will continue 
to strive for the professionalism I 
have employed. I also urge the 
student body to look at all 
candidates' platform for content," 
Williams said. 
The position of graduate trustee 
was secured by Matthew Watley 
over his two opponents. Watley said 
he is very pleased with the outcome 
and is grateful to a ll of the graduate 
students that voted. 
" l want to thank everyone who 
helped to elect me and I'm glad I've 
See ELECTIONS, /l:3. 
Swygert asks Congress for continued funds 
By Alain Jo~h 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Howard University officials are under 
increased pressure by members of the 
Republican-Jed Congress to shift from federal 
appropriat ions to complete autonomy. 
Howard's aJlotted $196 million for 1995 
was cut by $4.3 m illion by the House 
Appropriations Committee. This year, at last 
week's subcommittee hearing for labor, 
health and human services. ana education, 
Chairman John E. Porter asked President 
Patrick H. Swygert what the University is 
doing to furtfier its independence of 
government funding. 
'' Unfortunate ly the data that we have 
indicates that Howard is becoming more1 not less, dependent on federal funding. Feaeral 
funding as a percentage of total revenue will 
continue to increase 60.5 percent in the 
fiscal year 1998. " Porter said. "Does the 
Strategic Piao [Strategic Framework for 
ActionJ include a component with specific 
plans to reduce Howard's dependence on 
federal funding?" 
Swygert cited goals from the Framework 
that would increase Howard's endowment 
and minimize the need for federal 
appropriations. For 1997, alumni support is 
projected to increase 10 percent and 30 
percent by the year 2001. Alumni support is 
currently at 6.1 percent, in comparison to 4.1 
percent last year. 
" I have been crisscrossing the country 
trying to move that benchmark goal of 10 
percent," Swygert said. " I believe that once 
we break through double digits, it will 
continue to have its own momentum." 
The consolidation of the schools and 
colleges from 16 to 11 is said to aJso save the 
University money. Swygert said the merger 
with the College of Fine Arts with the 
College of Arts and Sciences is of concern 
to stui:lents. 
"Students have expressed a number of 
concerns, including a fear that the Fine Arts 
program may be placed in accreditation 
Jeopardy by the mergers, and that classes will 
be over crowded as a result of the merger," 
Swygert said. " I have assured the students, as 
best as I can, that the integrity of program 
accreditation will be maintained and- that 
appropriate measures would be taken 
involvmg overcrowding." 
Other cost-saving measures include 
engaging in more grant- sponsored research 
activities, c rea ting new partnerships with 
corporate industries and increasing revenues 
from tbe private sector. 
"One of the overarching purposes of the 
Strategic Framework as we prepared for the 
committee last year was to try to place 
Howard in the position of less, not increasin~ 
or staying dependent, on federal support, 
Swygert said. "I think after 130 years, 
Congress and the nation has the right to 
expect that Howard University and its alumni 
do more for self." 
This year under Swygert 's fiscal year 1998 
plan, he reques ted that Howard receive the 
constant appropriation of $196 million in 
federa l funding. Of that amount $ 29.5 
million would go to the University hospital. 
Swygert was put on the defensive when 
subcommittee member Dan Miller, who 
admitted bis ignorance about educat ion 
appropriations1 asked Swygert to justify why Howard shoula receive so much more money 
than other institutions. 
Swygert explained that while other state 
institutions are funded by the s tate, Howard 
is unique because it is not funded by the 
District, but it is federalJy chartered. 
" Howard University for 130 years has 
returned more than s imply a fair return on its 
federal investment," Swygert said. 
In two months the Appropriations 
Committee wil l determine if Howard will be 
granted the $196 million. 
Hip-Hop conference retu,·ns to HU 
be wants the conference to "foster 
artistic energy." but added that the 
role of stucJents is vital to the 
surviva.l of the conference. which 
is why it was almost canceled. 
entertainment booth during the 
Yard Fest. 
Students form organization 
after A-building takeover 
By Valyncia Saunders 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Hip-Hop Conference is 
returning to Howard University this 
spring after a threat of cancellation 
earlier this year. 
The two-<lay conference. cre:;ted 
by a group o f Howard alumni 
known as the Cultural Lnitiative, 
has tentatively scheduled panelists 
from the music industr}~ including 
Deric Dudle\; manager of Common 
Sense; Antnony Hubbard. former 
manager of Shai: Mark P itts. 
forme r manager of the late 
Notorious B .J.G.; and Ke nny 
Johnson, co-manager of Tracey 
Lee. 
Tim Jones, president of CI. said 
"You give so much. and there 
wasn·t a true basis of return that we 
could see," Jones said of the results 
of past conferences. 
Because students pulled for the 
conference to continue, the seventh-
annual event will proceed. 
" When students make noise, 
things happen." Jones said. 
The conference. scheduled for 
April 11 and 12, will attempt to 
engage the Howard community in 
the conversation of hip bop. 
The conference will also feature 
the fourth annual hip-bop fashion 
s how. and ao interactive 
According to Jones, students 
from Howard provide a variety of 
networks on a global level. 
"It's a cross-effective way of 
reaching a vast audience," Jones 
said. "You're reaching all of these 
vast locations by coming to 
Howard." 
The Mecca has been the home of 
many u~and-coming-artists. From 
Scan ~p uffy., Combs to Shai, 
Howard has always been the place 
performers and those interested in 
entertainment come to find their 
niche in the industry. 
But the road to success has been 
difficult for many who choose this 
See CONFERENCE. /l:3. 
By Valyncia Saunders 
Hilltop Staff writer 
As the doors of the Mordecai 
Wyatt Joh nson Administration 
bu1Jding closed behind last week's 
protesters, new doors have opened 
for students continuing the struwe 
for quality education among Black 
people. 
Howard Students United for a 
Black Education has emerged a t 
the Mecca as an organizauon of 
students dedicated to enhancing the 
opportunities o f Blacks in 
education. its members said. 
"We're not going to let this die," 
said protest participant Marte Jones, 
a junior e lectrical engineering 
major. "Just because we l eft out of 
the W building doesn' t mean we're 
apathetic." 
HSUBE has been meeting 
regularly s ince last week's protest 
to discuss issues concerning the 
administration and its plans to 
restructure the univers ity, the 
mistreatment of students and 
problems in Black education across 
the country. 
" It 's about our economic 
independence,"' Jones said. "As 
lonj! as we're accepting money, theo 
we re going to be downsizing. We 
have to be self-sufficient." 
See TAKEOVER, /j:J, 
P I 
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•Students question 
Howard security 
with Drew Hall residents Tuesday 
to quell escalating fears and frus-
tration about campus security. 
"The president seemed real con-
cerned and genuine when he 
came," said freshman engineering 
major Damany Everett, 18. By Steven Gray 
Local Editor 
Still rattled by shock and fear days 
after two Howard University stu-
dents were beaten and robbed in a 
Gresham Street parking lot between 
Burr Gymnasium and Drew Hall 
late Tuesday afternoon, Drew Hall 
residents are looking for answers 
and wondering whether it is safe to 
leave their rooms. 
And in a week plagued with a 
wave of unusually violent crimes, 
a leading national education mag-
azine listed Howard as one of 
America's most dangerous univer-
sities. 
D.C. Metropolitan Police Detec-
tive J.C. Stamps said late Wednes-
day that two Hov.ard University 
students were walking home to 
Drew Hall shortly before sunset 
Monday when two unidentified 
men approached them and demand-
ed their wallets. 
The two freshmen, whose full 
names have not been released, sur-
rendered their wallets. One of the 
suspects then struck both students 
in the head and torso with a wood-
en baseball bat, Stamps said. 
Both suspects then fled the scene. 
According to students who 
arrived seconds after the incident, 
one victim, whose face was flushed 
with blood and was wearing a red 
jacket, ran into Burr Gymnasium to 
solicit emergency assistance. 
Freshman accounting major 
Abraham McFarland saw one of 
the injured students exit the build-
ing, bleeding. 
The other victim was hurled in a 
ball and trying to lift himself up, 
McFarland said. 
Within minutes, scores of coach-
es, students, Howard campus police 
and metropolitan police officers 
scrambled to the scene. 
Both students were taken to 
Howard University Hospital, 
Stamps said. Campus security is 
working in coordination with the 
Metropolitan Police Department to 
track down and prosecute the 
offenders, whom some Drew Hall 
residents believe live on Hobart 
Street. 
Administration and campus secu-
rity officials were not available for 
comment late Wednesday evening. 
President H. Patrick Swygert met 
Everett said he was approached by 
a man who demanded his wallet last 
January. He said that if more secu-
rity had been around, the incident, 
like Monday's incident, never 
would have occurred. 
"I grew up rough, and I didn't 
expect to pay all of this money to 
come to college and get the same 
thing," he said. 
"Whenever something like this 
happens or we make a complaint, 
they throw a few cops out there, but 
I don't know how much longer 
that's going to last," said freshman 
marketing major Scott Griffin, 18. 
Other students said they were dis-
turbed about the frequency of such 
events in the neighborhood. 
"This whole thing is terrible," said 
Tshilumba Ngandu, 18. "We pay so 
much and try so hard just to stay 
here, and then we're subjected to 
such brutality. . . .It's ridiculous. I 
don't know when or where it's 
going to be safe, and I worry about 
next year's freshmen." 
Ngandu said he feels confined to 
his dorm room because he's often 
too scared to leave the building. 
BUSA-sponsored Youth Summit 
brings empowering messages 
for area children 
By Kimberley R. Johnson 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
One hundred and thirty boys and girls from D.C. ele-
mentary schools received instructions in Life 101 
when they came to campus this Saturday to talk with 
Howard students about everything from HIV/AIDS, 
sex, career choices and violence in rap music to what 
it means to be an honorable black man and woman at 
the Howard University Student Association-sponsored 
Youth Summit. 
Thirty-five student and alumni volunteers and other 
university and community organizations offered their 
time to the event to make a difference in the lives of 
the kids of today. 
For many of the youth, it was their first time visiting 
a college campus. 
Yvonne Morse, principal at the Barney Elementary 
school in Southeast, said the summit was an enlight-
ening experience for the 120 children that she chaper-
oned at the five-hour summit. 
"Events like these are wonderful for the kids because 
they need to see young people that can be role models," 
Morse said. "When they sit and talk to mentors they 
learn to resolve conflict in ways other than fighting." 
With the recent high-profile deaths of rappers Tupac 
Shakur and Biggie Smalls, resolving conflict and vio-
lence was on the minds of many who attended the all-
male rap session. Moderators told the 58 who attend-
ed that acting responsibly, thinking independently, 
abstaining from premarital sex and being courageous 
were ways to avoid the fate that met the two rappers. 
Loss of 
Fine 
phony. 
Douglas Henry, a radio, TV and film major,urged the 
boys not to glorify entertainers. "You have to be smart 
in your decisions," he said. "Let your mom and dad 
make an impression on you. Biggie and Tupac were try-
ing to make money." 
Parents in attendance were just as excited about the 
positive messages as the kids and said they'd like to see 
the dialogue continue. 
"I'm glad I came today," said Terri Harris of North-
west D.C. '·It's so nice to see Black men taking the time 
out with the kids. I hope when my son gets older he 
has some role models like these because it's a real pow-
erful thing." 
The 38 girls in attendance used the all-female group 
session to pose questions about college life, careers, 
marriage and motherhood. 
The day ended with trivia games, pizza and a step 
show by the Alpha chapter of Delta Sigma Theta. 
"I wanted to do it badly because someone reached out 
to me and motivated me and helped me to get where I 
am today and I want to do the same for other young peo-
ple," said Desmond Dunham, community outreach 
director for HUSA. "I want them to realize their max-
imum potential." 
Organizers say this is only the beginning of their 
efforts to reach out to the surrounding community and 
dispel the myth that Howard students don't care about 
the people in the community they live in. 
Parents like Harris said cooperative efforts between 
Howard students and community like this need to con-
tinue and offered encouraging words for active students. 
"Just keep doing what you're doing," she said. 
By Reginold Royston 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
When Aja Burrell Wood started 
looking at colleges a little more 
than a year ago, HBCUs weren't an 
option. 
This summer she would have had 
the opportunity to attend the 
Kennedy Center's highly renown 
and expensive Summer Music Insti-
tute .. 
really construct a more compre-
hensive string program and 
increase enrollment with the hope 
that the University would be a place 
where string players wanted to go," 
Gordon said. 
A classical violist with hopes of 
managing an orchestra, Wood 
wanted a school that would allow 
her to major in business, while 
advancing her musical training at 
the same time - something most 
Black colleges can't offer. 
"I didn't want to go to an HBCU 
because I didn't think they had what 
I needed," she said. 
But a friend attending Howard 
told her about a program in the 
College of Fine Arts that allowed 
string majors to take "master class-
es" with renown players from the 
John F. Kennedy Center for the Per-
forming Arts. 
Wood enrolled last semester, tak-
ing orchestral classes and receiving 
tutoring and skills development, 
experiences vital to players in the 
competitive world of classical sym-
znzz s zrzrz 7 7 5 5 
But Wood and freshmen like her 
entering the string program next 
fall are likely not to have that oppor-
tunity. 
Howard's three-year partnership 
with the Kennedy Center has ended 
abruptly, and faculty, students and 
the Kennedy Center are unsure on 
exactly why. 
Officials from both Howard and 
the Kennedy center say there has 
been a lack of discussion between 
the institutions about the program, 
which currently enrolls eight to I 0 
students. 
Derek Gordon, vice president of 
education at the Kennedy Center, 
said he has not received clear com-
mitments about Howard's willing-
ness to continue the program since 
spring semester '96. 
"This was an effort to use the 
resources of the Kennedy Center to 
7 7 
Under the agreement, the 
Kennedy Center provided instruc-
tion from professional string play-
ers in residence at the National 
Symphony and Opera House, 
orchestral classes from master 
musicians and tickets for various 
performances in addition to the 
summer program. 
In exchange, Howard would 
attempt to recruit more African-
American students to study strings 
at the University. 
"We've communicated our con-
cerns to the University and to date 
have not received an official writ-
ten response," Gordon said. 
But for students like Wood, who 
passed up scholarship opportunities 
at other prestigious institutions, 
continuing at HU without the pro-
gram may no longer be possible. 
"It's not a hobby. It's not some-
near 
"I can't meet my study group at the 
library late at night. I'm a slave to my 
room, and that's not right," he said. 
Griffin and Ngandu said the Uni-
versity should make efforts to bol-
ster the numbers and presence of 
campus escorts. 
Resident assistants in Drew said 
they hope campus security will 
maintain their pledge to keep 24-
hour security. 
Howard University is one of the 
nation's most dangerous universi-
ties, according to a report released 
this week by The Chronicle for 
Higher Education. 
In 1995, 147 burglaries were 
reported on Howard University's 
campus, compared tc 15 reported 
burglaries at Georgetown and 11 at 
downtown George Washington 
University, according to the report. 
The only local school to report 
more burglaries was the Universi-
ty of Maryland at College Park, 
which reported 240 burglaries. But 
with more than 32,000 students, 
UMCP is far larger than Howard 
University, which has roughly 
I 0,000 students, according to the 
report. 
"It's all about the area where the 
crimes occurred," Griffin said. "If 
Georgetown was where Howard is, 
the same thing would happen -
that's the only way that I can 
explain that." 
AREA COLLEGE CAMPUS CRIMES 
BURGLARY: 
UMCP 
Howard U. 
George Mason U. 
James Madison U. 
Morgan State U. 
Towson State U. 
FORCIBLE RAPE: 
George Mason U. 
UMCP 
HU 
Towson State 
Morgan State U. 
Georgetown U. 
1995 
240 
147 
80 
78 
74 
69 
9 
5 
3 
2 
1 
0 
AGGRAVATED ASSAULT: 
Morgan 
Catholic U. 
UMCP 
Howard U. 
• 
12 
7 
15 
3 
Source: Chronicle of Higher Education 
1994 
186 
158 
79 
45 
65 
60 
8 
3 
1 
2 
2 
0 
I 
0 
14 
1 
Senior Russell Rickford addresses area children at HUSA:s first Youth Summit. 
thing I do on the side," said Wood, 
a freshman majoring in interna-
tional business. Wood said reap-
plying in the spring semester would 
put her a year behind. 
"I've invested too much money 
and too much time. I don't want to 
leave HU. That was my whole rea-
son for coming here." 
The ending of the program is par-
ticularly ominous for the College of 
Fine Arts. 
President H. Patrick Swygert has 
repeatedly assured students that the 
academic integrity of all majors in 
the Fine Arts will be maintained 
when the college merges with Arts 
and Sciences in August. 
But with only one full-time pro-
fessor in the program at Howard, 
students in the string ensemble feel 
that Swygert 's promises won't hold 
up. At the Charter Day convocation 
March 4, string players walked out 
after performing the opening song, 
protesting with other students and 
calling for a halt to the merger. 
Administrators in the College of 
Fine Arts, however, said that main-
taining the program with the 
Kennedy would have just been too 
expensive, especially since there is 
currently only one official classical 
viola major. 
"It's a gigantic expense," said 
James Norris, director of the music 
department in the College of Fine 
Arts. "I have no way of maintain-
ing that on my budget, and I have 
said that from the beginning." 
According to Norris, the Kennedy 
Center wanted HU to give full four-
year scholarships to as many as 10 
students each year. 
With $140,000 exclusively for 
string players, Norris said he 
couldn't justify or collect the funds 
to meet Howard's end of the pro-
gram. 
"I would like to see the program 
continue ... but you got to have 
funds and I don't have funds right 
now. I have to rob Paul to pay to 
Peter," he said. 
But officials are still uncertain as 
to why Howard has not communi-
cated these problems to the 
Kennedy Center. Gordon said he 
7 7 7 7 bS a a 
-
has had no direct conversation with 
anyone in the office of the provost 
or the vice president of academic 
affairs. Fine Arts Dean Jeff Don-
aldson would not comment on the 
• issue. 
But the loss of the program may 
be irreplaceable, according to Leon 
Neals, viola instructor in the Col-
lege of Fine Arts. 
"It's akin to studying computer 
science and having a relationship 
with IBM," he said. "The institute 
has tremendous benefits, no longer 
available." 
Neals wouldn't comment whether 
the loss could severely affect string 
instruction at Howard. Norris said 
the program would go back to hir-
ing part-time artist professors, as it 
had before the partnership. 
Gordon was skeptical that the pro-
gram could significantly make up 
for the loss of the program. 
"With the absorption of the Fine 
Arts college into Arts and Sciences, 
this is some indication of a weak-
ening of the arts in general," he 
said. 
; 
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Forensic society talks its way to nationals 
By M. Cherie Black 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The Martin Luther King 
Foren.,ic, Society\ two 
componen1, are having winning 
result, thi- year. Both the Mock 
Trial Debate learn and the 
Individual Event, Sl)C(;ch learn are 
going or have members who arc 
going to national competition . 
For the third consecutive year, the 
Mock Trial Debate Team. coached 
by human communications !studies 
Profes,or Oebyii Thomas, will 
make an appearance at nationals. 
HUSA Slates 
President Jonathan Hutto, 
6% 
Vice President - Shawn 
Harvey, 46% 
President - Cavin Edwards, 
2% 
Vice President Constance 
unningham, 22% 
Undergraduate Trustee 
Christopher Tyson, 20% 
Tarsh,mct Willlams, 16% 
Graduate Trustee 
Matthew Watley, 36% 
College of Allied Health 
Sciences 
President Tracey Nicole 
ustin, 63% 
Vice President - Michelle 
Morgan. unopposed 
Secretary Jacquet ha 
harles, unopposed 
Treasurer Tamika Morris, 
unopposed 
been given the opportunity to serve 
the University," Watley said, adding 
that he is also making plans tO meet 
with the current graduate trustee to 
learn as much as he can before 
assuming the pos111on in May. 
Many voters s.ud they felt that the 
From Contestations, A I 
J1badc OlaJoku. a freshman 
finance major. said. "I would have 
voted for them lthe P.O.W.E.R. 
slate! 11 Munlyn ""as running for 
prcsHJcnt" 
Hooscn said that she onl} \>,,ants 
to do \.\. hat 1s right and that 1h1'> 1s 
not tx-ing done Ill a\ indictivc man-
ner. 
l<ron1 Conference. A 1 
path. It 1s ti.,1 this reason. organit• 
ers from Cl ha\e cn:ated the con• 
krcnce. 
G1md ls.l•,11on. al-.o kllO\\ n as the 
dist' Jl'K:kl·, 'liH1ng Guru. said get 
ting his foot 1n the door of thl' 
industr~ \\as diff1L·ult. hut Cl has 
hdp,:d him ,, ith 1wt,\ork111g and 
obtaining kill)\\ lcdgl' of thl' music 
hu,iness 
"The 1~,1 1hinr 111c• c,)nfort•nce 
docs for ,lll\ ~,d,. ,, d1,sl·minate 
inform,ltilm," ls.l·.non ,.iid. "Get-
ting informallllll llUt to p,.:oplc the~ 
From Takftn·er. Al 
After ,pending '2 h\lUrs on the 
lobb} lc\d oftht• adnHni-..1r.1tion 
building, hmcs said he .ind tht· 
other parttcip.1nt-- fe It the need to 
continue the struggit• fo, ,tudent 
~~ 
righb und comha1 ,tudent apa-
thy. 
··rf it \\ asn't me. then \\ ho \'~" 1t 
going to be'}" Jones said "I d1dn·1 
k.now I \\ a, ,Ul ac11, ist unt11 I \\ as 
up in there for eight hours God put 
me there fora reason. I \,asn't going 
to leave for an, thmg unul \,e all 
. -
decided to lea\l' as a group." 
According to J,mes. the stulknt-
run organilation seeks w form a 
united front again-.t educa11on;ll 
reform that overlook.s the needs of 
Black students. "Black schools are 
being pushed to extinction:· Jones 
said. "It's a plot by some ver) pow-
erful people who don·t lil.:e us and 
don't want us on this planet:· 
"The whole thing began off of 
The team placed '>ixth at the 
regional competition at the 
Univer.,ity of Mar} land la'>t month. 
qualifying it for the Silver Flight 
Kational Compet111on at Hamline 
Univer-,ity in St Paul , Minn. That 
section of national\ is for those 
finishing fourth through eighth at 
regionals If the team finic,hcs in the 
top two, team members will be 
eligible for the Golden Flight 
section of nationals in Iowa. which 
i'> for the top four regional finisher.,. 
"It h an excellent opportunity for 
,tudents to experience a microcrn,m 
of courtroom life." Thomas said. "It 
encourages teamwork and helps 
students excel in law school." 
The Mock Trial Team consists of 
25 members who are given a 
hypothetical civil or criminal case 
at the beginning of the year with 
three attorneys and three witnesses. 
The students must write and 
re!>Carch their case from opening 
statements to closing arguments, 
folfov., ing federal rules and 
regulation'>. They present the case 
at one invitational. regionals. and if 
good enough. nationals. The 
students are judged individuall) 
and a'> a team by practicing lawyers 
and judges. 
Eric Hoh. a senior maJoring in 
legal commumcauons. has been in 
mock trial for three years and said 
it prepares students for the 
unpredictable nature of a 
courtroom. 
"(Mock trial] is definitel) 
providing the tools beneficial to 
me for law school," Holt said. ·"Toe 
way we learn how to handle 
ourselves in a courtroom 1,1. ill help 
us later in life.· 
Ekilah Poles, a freshman 
majoring in Spanish and French. 
said mock trial has reinforced her 
belief that becoming a lawyer is 
what she really wants to do. 
"We get a chance to examine the 
profession and perform in-court 
procedures:· Poles said. 
··Undergraduates can get a taste to 
see if ""e reall) want 10 do this for 
the rest of our li\e,:· 
Hov.ard Lnhersity and Florida A 
& ~1 Uni\ef',11) are the onl~ tv.o 
HBCU., aUi\e in the upper le\ eb of 
mock trial. Thomas ,aid that 
ahhough there are instanLes \\ here 
the Black ,chooh e • pener ce 
prejudice. the Ho\,ard team 1s sull 
respected professional I) v. here\ er it 
goes. 
'"\Ve are '.'>een a, a school and a 
team 10 be dealt\\ 11h competlli\el) 
and with high standards of 
e,cellence:· Thomas said. 
The lndi\ idual E\ ents Speech 
Team 1s send mg t\\O of tts members 
to nationab in Arlington. Te:-.as. 
this \,eekend. The se,en-member 
team competes in about eight 
tournaments a )Car m events such 
as poetr). pro!->e and dramatic 
in1err1e1a11on 
As,1,tant coach John Frederick 
said the compett11ons ofter ,tudenh 
great benefits and opportunities. 
"The students learn to network 
with other studenb from different 
area-.:· Fredenck said. ··1t gives 
~ 
them a le\el of confidence and 
marketable skills:· 
Election Winners 
UGSA Representative -
Michelle Brown, unopposed 
Architecture and 
Planning 
President - Jewell Antoinne, 
unopposed 
Vice President - Rosalind 
Williams, unopposed 
UGSA Representative 
Easton Moore, unopposed 
Arts and Sciences 
President - Kimberly Cooke, 
54% 
Vice President - Monica 
Barnes. unopposed 
Executive Secretary - Ayana 
Charleston, unopposed 
Treasurer - Kiaya Cobb, 
unopposed 
UGSA Representatives -
Jonelle Lewis, Shantrelle Lewis, 
Deana McRae 
Sophomore class president -
Kristy McMorris, unopposed 
Junior class president - Jami 
Harris, unopposed 
Senior class president -
turnout or t 1s year increase rom 
previous years because of the ease 
of the actual voting process, despite 
the unusually short election season. 
Instead of using voting booths, 
students were given voting cards 
with which they could vote by 
punching holes in the names of the 
candidates of their choice. 
"What we want is to serve the stu-
dent body 111 the best capacity and 
what Brian and I believe is that if 
the elections are done over. Brian 
should run as a candidate for HUSA 
Vice President and I should run as 
a HUSA presidential candidate." 
Hoosen said. 
Trustee candidate Ward contested 
the results on two counts against the 
GAi C. Ward claims that the polls 
would not normall) get There's no 
class to go to learn music business 
10 I .. 
Keaton. v,ho attended his first 
conforence m 1993 and won the OJ 
compe11t1on. worked as a coordi-
nator for the Cultural Initiative and 
is the DJ for rapper onchalant 
Although CI 1s ""orking to create 
Joint \enturcs \\ 1th the School of 
Business .md possibh C'ommu-
nu:,,tion, Keaton s.11d tht' con-
terc11Cl' 1s 1101 1us1 for ,tudcnts in 
tho,e nt.1Jor-. 
"E\en though YOU ma, 1101 he into 
~ . . 
hip hop ... it\ a~)Ut information 
emotion" s,ud sophomore Jerrah 
CHl\,dcr rcti.'rrmg to last \\eek\ 
TO\\ n Hall l\ keting \\Ith President 
H. Patril·k Sv. ,gert. "l \\ as in the 
To" n H.1ll \ket,ng. ... r ,a\, the di,-
n.•,pc.:-1 going on." 
\\ hile then: \,e· t' attempts to 
make the prote,t proact1\C IO\\~U-d 
generating change, Crt)v.der ,aid 
~ ~ ~ 
that a "lack of focu,ed leadership" 
.\nd soml' student candidate, "usmg 
the [protest) as a platform" res1 h-
ed in the protest Ol)I being as ,u..:-
ce,sful as II could ha\e heen. 
"I foll as though a lot l,f people 
\\Creon a po" er trip." sa1J Autumn 
Brl~" n. a sophomore fa.,hion mer-
chand1,ing major. "Iv.anted to put 
rn) 0p1mon out there. but I thought 
it'd get shot do\, n.'' 
In a formal leuer addres,ed to 
"colleagues and student!\ of Howard 
l,mvers1t,." Sv. ,gen said ··there 
. . ~ 
should be more student repre,enta-
11on on the Implementation Panel 
that is nov.: working on the proce,s 
Jolanda Greene, unopposed 
School of Business 
President - Kedra Williams, 
unopposed 
Vice President - Delauno 
Hinson, unopposed 
Secretary - Latasha Price, 
unopposed 
Treasurer - Timothy Edwards, 
unopposed 
UGSA Representatives -
Samantha Bryce, Zhaundra 
Jones, Ethan Polk, Frank Turner 
Sophomore class president -
Dariur Bickham, 44% 
Junior class president - Leslie 
Dinkins, 53% 
School of 
Communications 
President - Alton Caldwell, 
unopposed 
Vice President - Carmia 
Marshall, unopposed 
UGSA Representatives -
Lyneda Shorter, Aprill Turner 
School of Divinity 
ome voters even commen e t e 
General Assembly Elections Com-
mittee for their implementation of 
the D.C. voting process. 
Sherard O'Riley, a fifth-year 
architecture major said, "Last time 
I needed more thorough instruc-
tions, but this time the [voting] 
process was much more basic." 
did not open at the same time 
around the University and that there 
should be a run-off because the 
position of graduate trustee was 
not secured by at least 51 percent. 
Candidate Matthew Watley won by 
36 percent. 
ln his list of contestations. Ward 
said there was an "hour and 45 
minutes that students were unable 
to vote" in the School of Law and 
giving. You can be a lawyer and still 
want to go to the conference 
because there's contacts." 
"We've even had parents attend 
our conference," said Ceeon D. 
Quiett. CI public relations director. 
"We 're coming back because of the 
L, mversll) and students. This is an 
industr) we do not control. and we 
<,hould" 
llle goal of the conference 1s 10 
increase profess1onahsm. enhance 
the nct.....,orl..s of -.cuden1s interested 
and give guidance to those an1sts 
seek.ing careers in the music mdusrry. 
"\\'e concentrate on the business 
of implementation of the proposed 
merger of the College of Arts and 
Science, and the College of Fine 
-\r1s:· 
Sw)gert a1'o will allO\\ t\\O ,tu-
dent repre,cntathes to attend the 
April I~ meet mg" ith the Board of 
Tru,vc.-, 
Bu· S\\ )gen·, plans to 1.:,a,tate 
tho!\e \\ ho :nterrupted Ant1-
De1ama11on League-spon,-ored 
B ,J..:J..:/Je\\ ,,h relauon, clas-, ha\'C 
not ch:i.need 
~ 
.. , reiterated the Un'.\C('Sll\ ·, firm 
po,it ion that no one ,hall be 
:lllo\,ed to , iolste and d1,rupt a 
L, 1" here at Howard Unhel',it} ... 
<;,, ,gen \\'TOte. 
\ It urrick Kenne,, a freshman hi,-
• 
to~ major. i, under investigation b) 
uni\'el',il) officiah for interrupting 
the clas~. 
··Toe onl) thing v. e did v. a._, inter-
rupt .i cla-..-.. and ask a que,uon." 
Kenne~ ,aid "The administration 
doesn·t really ha\e the mterests of 
President - Kevin L. Jefferson, 
51% 
Vice President - Maenell 
Means, 58% 
Secretary Jacqueline 
Thompson, unopposed 
Treasurer - J.O. Bryant, 
unopposed 
Chaplain - Kevin Donaldson, 
unopposed 
GSA Representative - Westley 
Robinson, unopposed 
Parliamentarian - Dequicy 
Hentz, unopposed 
School of Education 
President - Erik Wilson , 
unopposed 
Vice President - Shelby Lee, 
unopposed 
School of Engineering 
President - Keon Holmes, 
unopposed 
Vice President - Ameenah 
Karim, unopposed 
Secretary - Jamila Hoyett, 
unopposed 
Treasurer - Keyatta Orlena, 
· t went so muc smoot er t an 
last year, so there are less people 
standing around. and it - the in and 
out time - was much shorter," said 
Keyana James, a sophomore major-
ing in theater arts administration. 
Voters can anticipate another 
speakout and run-off elections the 
week after Spring Break. 
that this hindered the outcome of 
the elections. He sa id he and 
Adam Levi, the other candidate 
for graduate trustee, had to help 
set up the voting booths to start the 
elections for the day in the law 
school. 
Ward asks that there either be 
another election or for the GAEC 
"to allow me to participate in a 
runoff on April 2, 1997." 
side of the music industry. A lot of 
people. they know the show in show 
business, but they don't know the 
business of show business." said Elsa 
Lathan, a member of the CI staff. 
Jones said the conference will 
offer •'insight" through panelists 
who have graduated from Howard 
or who have attended past confer-
ences and overcome the obstacles 
of the industry. 
"They basically had to create a 
>wa) where there was no way." Jones 
said. "I wouldn't be where I am 
today if it wasn't for other people 
and the knowledge they shared." 
the students at heart." 
Despite decisions made by 
s ..... ygert. last Tuesday's protest and 
Thursda} ·s march on Georgia 
Avenue started a mo,ement. Crow-
der &aid. 
.. A lot of movements are started 
through emotion. but they are con-
tinued through intelligence:· Crow-
der said. "Studenll> actually stood 
up for something that was bigger 
than themsehes." 
Hov. ard Students Lnited for a 
Black Education is comprised of 
,tudents "ho prote.,ted and those 
v. ho v. bh 10 join .... hat Jones said he 
hope~ will be a universal move-
ment. 
··caring. feeling. under,tanding 
one another •.. being do\11,n for one 
another ... I till have that feeling to 
this da) for all who were in there:· 
Jones said. '"\\'e can make this 
\\Ork. but \\C need C\erybody ·s 
help. If you ·re a Black person. you 
should be do\\ n for this cau-;e." 
unopposed 
UGSA Representatives -
Vice President - Sony 
Armfield, 52% 
Secretary - Randi Weaver, 
unopposed 
Tamika Tasby. Roderick 
Thompson 
College of Fine Arts 
President - Kamilah Forbes, 
77% 
SBA Representatives - Core 
Martin, Clayton Harris 
3rd Year class 
President - Jason Brown, 
unopposed 
Vice President - Danielle 
Hyles, 64% 
Vice President - Lero 
Williams, unopposed 
Secretary - Natasha Delinois, 
66% 
Secretary - Erica Dean, 
unopposed 
Treasurer - Margo Johnson, 
unopposed 
Treasurer - Motisola Zulu, 52°/4 
SBA Representatives - Ra 
Johnson, Lakeisha Harrison 
School of Law 
President - Gerald Smalls, 
50% College of Nursing 
President - Annise Cooper, 
87% 
Vice President - James 
Andrews, 48% 
Secretary - Osa Benson, 
unopposed Vice President - Maya House, 
75% Treasurer - Neal Newman, 
unopposed Secretary - Johnetta Moore, 
unopposed GSA Representative - Ileana 
Delarosa, unopposed UGSA Representatives 
Dameya Ellis, Stacey Ellison 
2nd Year class 
President -Traci Smith, 59°10 
SUMMER SESSIONS 
1997 
eorgetown 
UN IV ERSITY 
School for Summer and 
Continuing Education 
Please send more information on: 
Protr11mJ 111 C""'l''_,, - Toun. Fnncc-l...angu1gc and 
- Ortr JOO graduuc and Cuhurc 
undc-tgraduatccoun,cs • Oxford. England-Compant,vc 
• Public A!Ta,n: ln1cmsh1pJ Bu.s1ncn (undergraduate) 
- H,gh School Program, Oxford. F.ng1and-lntcrnar,onal 
• lmerprccuion i nd Managemcnc (gnduacc) 
Trarulauon fnsrnurc - Qu1,o. Ecu1dor-L.an&uage and 
- l.Anguage Course, C..hure 
• lnsmucc on Sxrc-d Scnpcurc: - S1. Petersburg. Ru.ssia,l.Anguaic 
• Alumni College and C..hurc 
• Enclish as• foreign Laogu.a,&c • Hon, Kon.g-Compa,auve Busmc:u 
• Japan - Business M2inagemcnc 
Protr""" 116road • Crcccc. Scudy Tour 
• An1•erp. Bclg,um-lnr'I. Trade • Flom,cc. lcaly0 Vill1 Le Balu: 
• O.,na-ungua,c and C..hurc 
Seact0ru 
Pre-May zo.Junc I ◄ 
F,nt-June HI-July I Z 
8-Week Cross Session--
June 10-Augu>I 2 
Second-July 15-AuguSI 16 
Call (202) 687-5942 or Mail lo: 
SSCE-CcorcetoWn Univenuy 
306 tntereultural Center 
Bo• 571006 
Wa,hington. DC 20057-1006 
FAX:(202)687-895◄ 
e-mail: 1.cc@gune<.georgctown edu 
h11p-J/guv,eb.gcorgctown.edu/ncc/ 
'-AME ______________ _ 
ADDRESS _____________ _ 
C11Y ____ STATE ___ ZIP __ _ 
c,.,,,,._,. l.,"• NttrA/1 rl •• lf..J .,,,.,.,•U-,ll/)i~ lfi(hff 1• Jhl,.,,.• 1• 
,.._,ftrr""1/•~N•ttS#flS 
Write for the 
campus plus page. 
Call Janelle at 
806-6866. 
'I 
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Fall 1997 General Mandatory Registration 
Continuing Students 
March 31-April 11, 1997 
All students whose ID numbers appear below must report to Records 
and Articulation (Room 104 "A" Buildi11g) immediately to update 
address information. Information must be updated by close of business, 
Friday, March 28, 1997. Failure to update address information will 
prevent you from participating in Fall 1997 General Mandatory 
Registration (March 31-April 11). 
053044 077651 090373 099514 109444 117262 121382 126366 127113 127863 
053362 077677 090975 099532 109774 117367 121414 126370 127115 127866 
054693 078268 091408 100443 110084 117496 121528 126389 127126 127870 
054821 078629 091781 100830 110107 117729 122196 126430 127150 127879 
054874 078716 091831 100832 110388 117828 122526 126441 127161 127892 
055884 078773 091911 101046 110470 117897 122787 126482 127166 127904 
059383 079751 091923 101177 110916 118028 122818 126520 127167 127913 
059496 079802 092170 101253 111031 118105 122825 126534 127181 127914 
059789 079996 092186 101623 111258 118489 122918 126589 127185 127924 
059869 080171 092236 102008 111417 118562 123023 126596 127186 127925 
. 
060419 080196 092443 102141 111764 118594 123378 126614 127193 127972 
060664 080271 092486 102391 112063 118885 123851 126624 127226 127989 
-061122 8'01949 092834 102723 112073 118912 124076 126629 127230 127997 
062722 082148 093565 102824 112118 118947 124083 126631 127233 527583 
062773 082677 093640 103244 112159 119019 124096 126676 127234 920207 
063256 082781 093643 103367 11219-5 119138 124117 126705 127240 943466 
063482 083244 093884 103721 112197 119158 124152 126721 127246 944115 
063659 083582 093890 103722 112276 119344 124249 126726 127269 
063898 083637 094291 104262 112421 119431 124353 126738 127313 
I 
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After-school Shaw program inspires youth 
By Lolly Bowean 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
At 3 p.m. every day. when the last 
school bell ring'>. 9-year-old Andrea 
Duncan pack, her book bag and 
prepares to leave Seaton 
Elementary School. Standing 4-
feet-3 inche, tall with shoulder-
length black hair and darl, brown 
eyes, she i, much taller than mo,t 
of the other girl\ in her fourth -grade 
class. 
She v.anh to be a model. but ~he 
already know-, that It is going to 
tal-;e hard work and a good 
cducation if she want !> to be 
succcs<,ful at anything. 
"I have to mal-;e good gradcs," 
Duncan ,aid . " I try to do well in 
-.chool by doing my work and 
'>lull" Unltkc many of her peers, 
who will go home. relax and watch 
tclevi..,ion or spend the remainder of 
the afternoon play111g and having 
fun, Andrea, along "'1th four other 
Seaton students, waits for her ride 
10 go 10 another education center 
just five blocks away. 
Andrea and her 7-year-old sister, 
\tlary. are just two of 50 ,tudents 
"'ho pa rt ici pate in the '-:' ew 
Communny After School and 
Advocacy Program at 614 S St. 
NW. 
The program was created nine 
years ago to provide educational 
support for children who live in the 
Shaw area. 
C ynth1a Barron. the dirt!Ctor of the 
program. said the program offers 
,upport to local children and their 
parent,. 
' Our aim is to sec that the~e 
students excel academically and 
make plan.., 10 go to college," 
Barron !->aid . "The program 
provides the support the students 
need, but we arc not substituting for 
what a parent can do. We also try 
to wor~ w11h the parents and keep 
them involved becau,e we want to 
build the entire family." 
Andrea's mother. Jacqueline 
Duncan, said she became invohed 
with the program because she likes 
what her Iv. o daughters are 
learning. 
"They learn about different 
cultures and they are taught the 
importance of education," she said. 
"They both like everybody there 
and they get challenged 
educationally. Both of them have 
become more involved with school. 
Andrea has gotten involved with 
cheerleading. and Mary has gotten 
involved 1n early bird science 
cla~ses and dancing." 
Dern,;c Lacey said she likes the 
program because of the educauonal 
programs. Lacey has two children 
involved m the program: Brittany. 
I 0, and Brandon. 13. 
"They really help the kids with 
their educauon and they have great 
activities," she said. " I like the 
counselors there because they teach 
the kids 10 go that extra mile·· 
The 1'.JC- \SAP program has 
several component~. including 
elementar) and teen program~ 
v. here ,1aff members teach student, 
enrichment and cultural issue~. 
\\ hen the program began. onl) 
elementar) :-.chool <,tudents could 
panicipate. :--:ov.. 10 accommodate 
the fir,t class of ,tudent-... a teen 
component v.a~ created. 
"\\'hen it c:ame ume for our first 
group of k.ids to go. v.e didn"t v. ant 
to let them go." Barron said. "Plus 
they v.ere used to being here e,ery 
afternoon and didn't v. ant to leave 
either. Instead of <.a) ing 'b)e' v.e 
introduced the teen progr.m1 to keep 
them. 
There is an individual tutoring, 
~ 
\\ here ~tudents are aided in their 
weak areas, and a parent 
component that mcludes workshops 
and parent meetings. In addition. 
special classes on poetry. v. riting. 
and ans and craft, are offered and 
taught b> volunteer, 
Althou!!h the program has been 
suc:ces.,ful since 11 \I.as created. 
many of the staff members say the 
program could be a lot better if 
there were more \'Olunteer; 
' \Ve need volunteer, to assi,t \\ th 
act1\ ities in the .. "ternoom,. Barron 
,aid. "\Ve need ,olunteers to tutor 
and to come and teach special 
cla,ses. An\'one can come in and , 
teach v. ricing. or photograph). or 
math m a fun way. or anything. 
Afi Lydia. v.hosenes asa teacher 
for the teen component and is a 
senior m the School of Fine Ans. 
said she has been pleased \\ ith the 
programs etrect on local re,idents. 
but sa) s she s disappointed b) the 
lack of involvement b) Ho,\ ard 
University studenb. 
"We have volunteers from G. W. 
[George Washington Univen,ityl. 
and American [Univen,it)] but 
not many from Howard. and it 's 
right here near the campus," 
Lydia said. "The kids ask me all 
the time wh.> the Howard students 
don't ever come by and teach 
classes. and I have to explain that 
a lot of times Howard students are 
busy "'ith their school\\ork and 
ocher thing, But I \\Ould lo"e 10 
see ,ome students from H ,1v. ard 
become more 1n\0hed as 
\·olunteers like the studenb from 
other schools. 
Lydia said that she \\Ould al ·o 
lik.e to '-CC more -.tudents and local 
re,ident-.. become more involved 
v.ith communll) impro,ement 
acti, itie,. 
"'Find a program "here you can 
work." ith ... omebod) and ghe back 
to your communit) 111 some form." 
she said. 
"I \I.ant to stress the importance of 
our communtt) being there for our 
kids and stop talking about ,.,.hat 
needs to be done and let's start 
doing i1:· 
For more information about C-
ASA P please contact C) nthia 
Barron at 202.232.(45 ~ 
WHAT IS AN ANC? Local leaders define the community organization 
By Lolly Bowean 
HIiitop Staff Wnter 
When asked wh:11 " thc Advisory 
Netfhhorhood Commis-.1011. 1 loward 
,1udc111 Natillie May re,pondcd. " I 
1h1nk thcy are ,uppo,ed to handlc 
pmhlcrns likt· tra,h and blown out 
hfhh .ind ,tut I." 
I ht· 19-yt·ar-old phyS1cal 1herapy 
111a101 added.·· 1 th 111'1 u,ual I y cont:ict 
my AN(' replrt·sc111a11vel a lot. hut ii 
I ran into ;1 hig community prnhil!m 
like rat, t11 lot-. ol trash, then I know 
who Ill contact ,ind who" supposed 
to takt• care of tho-.e problems." 
hlllr oul ol five I loward students 
n111ld not answer 1h1-. ques11on. And 
0111 ol tt·n students asked. onl} one 
t·ould name the AN(' Co1111111ssmner 
for hcr district. 
f·or more than 23 years, 1he ANC 
Commission has served the District 
of Columbia by ac11ng as representa-
tivcs of neighborhood residents to 
the D.C. government. According to 
Mary Treadwell. ANC commission-
er for Db1ric1 I BIO and the acting 
chairwoman of ANC Commission 
I B, tht ANC was created 10 allow 
fo(.al rcs1dcnl\ to have a voice 111 gov-
ernment affam,. 
I think that the ANCs. 1n terms of 
how they were originally structured, 
arc 10 be closest to the community 
and the idea is that we would be so 
close 1ha1 11 would be groupings of 
each neighborhood coming together," 
Treadwell said. "By coming togeth-
er the structure becomes the voice of 
the communi1y and it allows every 
neighborhood m this city to be heard 
ANC supports 
Howard student 
protest 
By Lolly Bowean 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Roughly 24 houri, after the 
I Iov. ar<l student protest in front of 
the tv1onkcu1 Wya11 Johnson 
Admnustmtion Buikhng began last 
Tuc..,da). the Ach isCH) 
Nc1ghborhm•d C,'ommission for 
\Van! I B , 011:d un.111111Hlusl) to 
support the student prott'stcrs' right 
10 dl.'tnonstmh.'. 
Tht' rl.'solu11on. which \\,Is 
prcsc1Hcd b)- student 
commi,sioncr, Nik F.amcs and 
Jnnathan Huuo. ,tateci" ",\NC I B 
,upports th(.' pe,Kcful protest of the 
Ile)\\ 1ud l ntn:rsll) students as a 
mo, t' for Clll{Xl\\Crtncnt and full 
~pcct, \\'c pr,1) fo1 tolerance of the 
Ho,, ,11d offil 1,1b 111 ullo" ing ·this 
prntc,t 10 cnd pc1cl'lulh Jnd 
"ithout harm to an) student \Ve do 
not oppo,c tht· das-. taught b) 
Rus,cll Ad.1ms." 
"\\'e tkcided to support the prote,t 
bcc,1use thc t\\ ll !->tu<lent 
comm1ss1ont·n.. caine to the m~ting 
~ 
to kt us kn0\\ ,, hat thl' protest "a<; 
and that It \\,IS important." -.aid 
Commissioncr :ind Chair\\oman 
Mar) Tn.•adv.cll of Dbtrkt I B 10. 
''The) brought the rc,otuuon to the 
commission :md at that pomt had 
turned 10,,:mh the communit~ ,md 
hoped that thl.' communit) ,,c1uld 
shov. ,tllidarit) .md support. I think 
that ,m) thing that 1s a real point of 
coming together be1,,een 11c 
communit) and the students 1, 
important.'' 
According to Eames of District 
I 805, which includes the Tubman 
Quadrangle, Bethune Hall, Bethune 
Annex, Slowe and Carver Halls. 
the two commissioners felt 
obligated to gain support from the 
surrounding community. 
"As Howard University students 
and leaders. it is our responsibility 
to go into the community and let 
them k.now what is going on here at 
this university," Eames said. ''The 
important part 1s that the 
community supports the students at 
Ho\.,,ard and we should do the same 
for the communit)." 
Although the ANC commission 
voted to support the peaceful 
protest, 11 did not endorse 
support for the rea<;ons behind 
the protest. 
"While we wanted co support the 
students. we dtd not want to take a 
p._1sition against Russell Adams and 
his cl.1ss or the administration." 
said Commis,-iont·r L.a,\ rence 
Guyot Jr. of District I B04. "\Ve as 
a commission support the 
demonstrations at Hov.ard and the 
right for studenh to peaceful!) 
protest because it 1s a consistent 
"'ith how our commission has 
operated." 
In the future. Ean1es said that he 
and Hutto plan to continue to gain 
,upport from the community 
through the \, C commission. 
"This 1s JUsl the beginning of a 
trend bct\\cen the communit) and 
unl\er,ity relations." Eames said. 
"\\'e mu-;t ;1sk for communit} 
-;upport if \\C believe that we mu,-1 
.,., ork together with the 
communit)." 
and considered in every aspect of 
govern men I. " 
The ANC was established in 1973 
by the Home Rule Charter and wa1, 
approved by voters in 1974. The 
ANCs function as resident advisory 
boards that represent residents of a 
particular neighborhood. 
According to the D.C. Codes, 
A "lCs are 10 advise the D.C. govern-
ment on ma11ers of public policy. 
including decisions regarding plan-
ning. streets. recreation. social ser-
vices programs, health. safet). and 
sanitation in that neighborhood com-
mission area. ANC commissioners 
serve two-year terms and are unpaid. 
"The residents look 10 ANCs for 
everything you can possibly think 
of," Treadwell said. "Sometimes they 
are not satisfied about how much 
trash is being picked up or about pot-
holes or about drug sales on the 
streets. You name it ... 11 has gone 
before the commission. 
Commissioner 1ik Eames. of Dis-
trict I 805. said that he feeb the ANC 
represent, the strong and powerful 
voice of the residents to the govern-
ment. 
"The advisory neighborhood com-
mission represents the last voice of 
district government to the citizens of 
Washington, D.C .. " Eames said. "We 
have the power of great weight and 
notice. meaning that the opinions of 
the A Chas great weight as it relates 
to 1he actions of the mayor. city coun-
cil and govcrnmem agencies. By law. 
the ANCs musl be given a 30-day 
notice before any actions in the dis-
trict government is taken place. 
"We reprcsem hope 10 some of the 
hopeless people of D.C ." Eames con-
tmued. "'We represent a voice and an 
outlet where citizens. which includes 
s1udents, staff, faculty and adminis-
trators ... live within the boundaries 
of the ANC." 
Although the ANC was created 10 
serve as a liaison between the gov-
ernment and local residents. James 
Walker said he thinks the A Cs arc 
no longer serving their original pur-
pose. 
' I though, the ANC was a commu-
nity act to get people 10 go in and find 
ou1 what our needs arc and listen to 
our points of view on neighborhood 
issues and act on them,"' Walker said. 
"But here la1ely we don't sec the 
commissioners after they get elected 
until it is time for re-election." 
Walker resides on Gresham Place in 
District I 806. which is covered by 
student Commissioner Jonathan 
Hullo. Hutto "'as unavailable for 
comment. 
"It's a two-way deal." Walker said. 
"It i, bad that we don't !>Ce our 
commis!>ioner. and it's bad that 
many of us don't get involved. We 
need to come together today. We 
can'1 continue to ignore these com-
munity ~i,uation\ otherwise they 
wi II worsen:· 
Like \Valker, May said she \,ould 
like to see more interaction \, ith the 
Ai C commissioners. but said she 
understands why 1hcy are no1 as vis-
ible on Howard'i. campus and the 
community. 
"There arc a 101 of things that need 
10 fixed here in 1h1s city." she said. 
"So, if they arc doing their job!>, it 
leaves little time for talk." 
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After 170 years, Black press keeps rolling 
By Aprill Turner 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
The ,1ruggh:, and triumphs of 
170 year-. of the Black press were 
celebrated this ""eek during 
National Blad; Press v.eek. 
The Washington-ha~ed 1'auonal 
Newspapers Publishers 
A,sociauon, comprised of more 
than 2(X) Black Journalts1s, held 
cvenl'> to commemorate the history 
of the Black pres-.. including 
seminar,, lecture~. and a lum:hcon 
held at Howard Un1vers1l} 
Thur,day. 
,,, 11,n .. r 
Bl act- ne\, -,paper-, had a ,lov., but 
progresst\e h1~tOI). Before the Ci, ii 
War, appro"<1ma1el) 10 Black 
ne..., spaper.; existed. 
The \ er) fir.;t of the Black pre,-.es 
rolled in ! 827. v. hen Freedom 
Journal . published b) Samuel 
Cornh,h and John Russt\\Orm. 
allov.ed a number of Blad,s 10 
become familiar faces and b) lme, 
in the mainstream media. 
In I b4 7. Frederic!- Doug;J,, 
'ior th Star v. a!-. foundt·d and had a 
circulauon dose to 3.000. 8) the 
earl} l900l,. 575 Black paper- were 
operating in the United States. 
Today there are more than 3.000 
Black newspapers in the United 
States. '-"ith a total circulation of 
more than 4 million. 
Black pre" reali,e, 1ha1 11 mu:,t 
adapt : ne"' ~ '-' ·•1puter tcchnolog) 
if i1 1, to ,un "e 111 the future. The 
Afro-An1encan ne\, ,p~1per ha, a 
complete on-line ,er,1011 of the 
paper. And the ne"e,1 paper in the 
Black pre,,. Our \\'orld '\e"., 
Online: A \\'orld \ 1e" From A 
Black Pe'"'pecti\e . ha, abo made 
th \\3) 10 the Internet. 
01. r \\orld '\e"-.. Online de,-cnbes 
ihdf as "B!Jck \n cnca', P·-cm1cr 
;-...J:1onal :--;e" -,\ eek I)... The 
publication current!) i, a\,tilablc 
onl) on 1he Internet. but \\ ill be 
available in print edition later this 
year. 
Joel \Varner. ,polse,man for Our 
World NC\\\ Online. ,aid the goal 
of the paper 1-.. to report on top 
news \!Orie, from around the globe 
a, told from a Black pcr-.pecti,e. 
The Natwnal Black ;vied1a 
Coalition, an organ11ation 
commmed to pre~crving the h1,tory 
of African Amenc,111, m the media, 
abo par1ic1pa1ed Ill the cclchrauon 
John I lar1m.111, ,pol-.:c~man for The 
National Black ,\1cdia Coal111on, 
,;aid there arc man} rea,ons lor the 
,1rugglc, undergone hy the Black 
Pres,, including integration. 
Photo by Belinda Vickerson 
The National Newspapers Association hosted a luncheon on campus Thursday to celebrate the 
legacy of the Black press. 
The Chicago Defender. Nev. York 
Amsterdam, and the Atlanta Oat!) 
World are among some ot the 
oldest and mo,1 pre!>tig1ow, of the 
Black pre!>ses. The Chicago 
Defender. established m 1905. i\ 
currently a daily paper, a rare 
a11ribu1e in Black pubfo,hing. 
"\\'e can ensure that the \Oice of 
the African-Ameri<:an l0mmunt1y 
1s heard.' \\arner ,aid. And that 
the stones arc told objeUl\ely and 
v. ith respect. · 
"Paper, ~uch a, the Chicago 
Defender and the Courier lthe 
Alrican-Ameril.an !'aper of 
Baltimore I a, ...,ell a, other Bl;1ck 
pres,cs around the nation foll on 
hard time-. when ma1n-.1ream 
pubhc.atton, began covering Black 
news, Hartman said. "It ha, always 
been difficult for the small Black 
paper, to compete v. 1th the larger 
While ones." 
Throughout ht!>tory, man} Black 
newspapers and publication:-. have 
struggled and been short-lived, 
most!} because of financial 
problems. 
Like mainstream newspapers. the 
Howard experts: Cloning can be beneficial 
By Bobby White 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It\ a ,11nple procedure: 'Hike a 
cell from a breil!-.l of a fl•malc ,hecp, 
then fu,e 11 11110 a ,1x:1.i:tll) ahered 
egg cell Imm ,1nother il'm.1k sh,·ep. 
Stick the .11ler1.·d l·ell hark 11110 
the sheep\\ ho donated the egg cell. 
and a lcv. month, later. Vl()lil .• 1 
carbon cop} ol the ongmal 
Th" procedure, 1n1rodt1t·ed to the 
world by Sl·Ottl\h sc1en11,1 Dr. Ian 
Wilmut and h1, cloned ,hecp. 
"Dolly," h,1s rocl-..ed the suence 
world What"'·'' 011Le ,tll'llte 
llctmn 1, 1\11\, sc1c1Kl' I.Kl. 
The prrnludiun of the lir•.t cloned 
mammal has cau,ed the.> I toward 
Univers11y commumty to discuss 
the ram ti 1ca11ons of 1h1, new 
tcchnolog} and hO\\ far st:ien11sts 
,hould !?O ..., 1th clonmg. 
Some lloward ,c1enti'-l'> .,ay 
t Ion mg come, in a vanct, ol form.., 
and ha, mJll) hcnef11\. 
"Clomng hm, }!One 01: for years." 
,aid Dr. Lric Walter,. a HowarJ 
Univer,it) a-,.,i,lanl professor of 
bl0d1em1stry. "The molecular 
method, arc .,,mple. and it would 
have happened sooner or later." 
Walter, said cloning ts a generic 
term 1h,11 can be applied to many 
thing., concerning molecular 
h1olog,. 
"E,er)th1ng 1ha1 ha, DNA ,an be 
d111wd . . 111 theor) ... Walter, said. 
He added that although clomng 
has been going on for some lime 
now. Wilmut's discovery forces 
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1 
society and lawmaker:, 10 deal with 
the ethics of thi, issue. 
"Before the introduction of Dolly 
10 the world. there were no laws or 
guidelines." Walters said. "All 
someone had 10 do "'as get 
clearance from NIH f~ational 
Institutes of Health] and funding 
and they could perform 
experiments. But now the) arc 
looking ill it and considering 
I imitation,." 
Other experts. such as Dr. Richard 
Le\, in son of the District of 
Columbia's Department of Health. 
believe scientists can never actually 
create an exa1.:t copy of a human 
bcino e 
"What people fad to reah.te is 1ha1 
you don't have an iden1ical copy of 
what you are cloning. What you get 
l\ a genetic cop) of the specimen 
cloned in an infan1 form. After that. 
the debate of nature vs. nurture 
comes into play." Levim,on said. 
referring to the debate about how. 
human hcha, ior is shaped b) its 
en, 1ronmen1. 
He said cloning is benctkial for 
AIDS research and studying other 
disease!>, b1..t he worries about 
wealthy people exploiting the new 
technology. 
"There are rich people out there 
""ho would enlist the aid of 
scientists. And these people would 
clone people and have them 
reserved for -,pare bod} pan-.. That 
is v. h,11 worries me." 
The same technique that was used 
to create Dolly can be used along 
wi th genetic engineering to cure 
•, . , The RAV4, Which Corners Better, ~des More Smooth~ And feels 
More Nimble Than Any SUV Made. R -Auto Week, June '96 
'll uv, b A f11-J1iie1s ma Mame.' •Car And Driveti ~ril 'I 
disease-;. said Richard Scott, a 
biochemical technician at Bioqual 
Labs in Rod,ville. Md. 
Genes can be manipulated. cloned 
and reinserted into the bodies of 
ailing people to cure them. 
Scott said clon ing is helpful 
bec.iuse specific proteins can nov. 
be produced in larger quantities. 
These proteins can be used later 
10 produce drugs that can heal many 
ailments. 
From an environmental 
standpoint, Scott said scientists 
could genetically enhance and 
clone a bacteria so that ii can eat oil 
in an accidental oil spill. 
But -.ome members of the 
religious communny are concerned 
that man will overstep his bounds 
in using the new technology. Many 
ha,·e e,prev,ed their fears about 
cloning human .... 
~ 
After scientist\ in L tah cloned 
monlse).., •· a clo ... e cousin to 
humans -- Pre..,i<lent Clinton 
announced an e,ecu11ve order 
banning federal fundmg on human 
cloning resean.:h. 
Bernard Richardson. dean of 
Howard University', Rankin 
Chapel. :,,aid man mu,1 question 
himself and place limit\ on how far 
sc ient i fie dbco,erie, ,hould be 
pushed. 
"Are we as a societ} going to 
begin nov. to look at "'hat we are 
capable of dorng•>" R 1ch.ird,on 
asked. "Will we begin to deal wnh 
our limitations and shov. wisdom in 
accepting those limitations?" 
'Toyota's New RAY4 Seems To Bridge The ust Chasm Between w And Truck. This 
little Wagon With B~ Wheels Is Aw And A Trud.' -ur And Driver, April '96 
11Rally-Car Perlormance, Camry-Like Quality11 .ea, And Driver, July '96 
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To 5 And Cargo, Too. 
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~yana lllourns eat res1 ent 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
After a enjoying a political career 
that spanned five decades and 
achieving independence for his 
country, Guya~a President and 
former Howard\ student Cheddi 
Jagan, 78, died March 6 at Walter 
Reed Army Medical Center in 
Washington, where he was flown 
from Guyana following a heart 
' attack. 
He was admitted to the hospital 
Feb. 15 and underwent surgery to 
clear a blocked artery. 
Jagan, recently hailed by 
President Clinton as "a champion 
of the poor," was a dentist by 
training who joined the struggle 
for the poor at a young age. He 
began his career in trade unionism 
and politics as a firebrand socialist, 
organizing and spearheading 
workers in 1946. 
Until to his death, he was the 
honorary president of the Guyana 
Agriculture and General Workers' 
Union. 
, 
By ne&otiating a recent agreement 
to reduce Guyana's debt with its 
creditor nations by 67 percent and 
bringing down inflation from 105 
percent to 4.5 percent in seven 
years, Jagan placed the South 
American country on the road to 
prosperity. 
J agan was born on March 22, 
1918, at Port Mourant, Corentyne, 
in the eastern part of what was then 
British Guiana. His grandparents, 
who were immigrants from Uttar 
Pradesh, India, moved to Guiana 
where his father found work as a 
foreman on the estate. 
At 18, Jagan enrolled at Howard 
as a pre-medical student, then 
transferred after two years to 
Northwestern University Dental 
School in Chicago where he 
graduated in 1943. It was there that 
he met Janet Rosenberg, a student 
nurse, who later became his wife 
and chief political partner. 
Jagan then returned to Guyana's 
capital, Georgetown, and divided 
his time between his dental 
practices and labor organizing, 
becoming a leader of the sugar, rice 
and wood workers' unions. In 1946 
he organized the Political Affairs 
committee, which was a forerunner 
of the People's Progressive Party, a 
party J agan founded in 1950 
following his election as member of 
the Legislative Assembly in British 
Guiana. 
In April 1953, the PPP won the 
elections, and Jagan emerged as a 
Marxist leader at the age of 35. 
The British government, fearing 
communism, suspended the party's 
constitution. 
Following anti-colonial speeches 
at the start of his career that made 
the Americans and the British 
uneasy, Jagan was deposed by the 
British troops after six months. 
Jagan and a number of prominent 
Guyanese were arrested and jailed 
for six months for defying colonial 
order. 
However, his party triumphed 
again in elections in 1957 and 1961, 
achieving independence from 
Britain and installing a socialist 
economy. 
For 28 years, Jagan led the 
People's Progressive Party. Later, 
Jagan, a one-time Marxist, 
embraced capitalism, with support 
from the United States. 
Recently disclosed documents 
show that America promoted race 
riots and labor unrest in Guyana 
between East Indians and Blacks to 
discredit J agan and swayed Britain 
to delay independence until voting 
arrangements could be fixed to 
make it harder for Jagan to retain 
power. 
It worked. 
His opponent became prime 
A7 
minister, but died in office in 1985. 
Jagan is survived by his wife, 
Janet; two children, Cheddi Jr. and 
Nadira; and five grandchildren. 
A statement from the Embassy of 
Guyana reads, "[Jagan] has gone, 
but will never be forgotten, as his 
contributions to the development of 
Guyana has been unparalleled." 
Guyana Prime Minister Samuel 
Hinds, 53, was sworn in As Jagan's 
successor until the next election, to 
be held possibly in 1998. 
Hinds, a chemical engineer by 
profession, declared six days of 
mourning for "the greatest son and 
patriot that has ever walked this 
land." 
Panelists explore link between religion and politics 
By Jennifer Reddock 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
As voices were being raised in 
protest outside Howard University's 
Mordecai Wyatt Johnson 
Administration building last week, 
four men were in the Ralph J. 
Bunche International Affairs 
Center calmly recognizing the often 
down-played link between politics 
and religion in the world. 
1 Focµsing on "The Impact of 
·, Religion on World Politics" for this 
year's Religious Emphasis week 
were 
1panelists Soheil Bushrui of 
the ijaha'i faith; Imam Jahari 
Abdul-Malik, Howard's Islamic 
chaplain; Nanik Lohari, a Hindu; 
and father J. Carleton Hayden, 
Howard's Anglican chaplain. 
The panelists agreed that political 
conflicts might well be 
characterized as camouflaged Holy 
Wars, engineered by overzealous 
politicians. 
"Part of the conflict we are seeing 
in the changing geo-political 
landscape is that lines were drawn 
in various countries by colonial 
powers without taking into 
consideration the different 
nationalities and religions," Abdul-
Malik said. 
Lohari knows firsthand the 
painful consequences of the clash 
of religion and politics. 
"I am from India," Lohari said. 
"What is today known as India is 
part of a country that was called 
Hindustan." 
While trying to hold back the 
vivid and painful impressions of his 
childhood, Lohari recalled, as a 9-
year-old, witnessing the division of 
his country. 
"In 1917, the Muslim-populated 
area became Pakistan and the 
Hindu-populated area became 
India," and residents had to decide 
where they would live based on 
their religious, historical, social and 
economic ties, Lohari said. 
Bushrui emphasized the 
similarities rather than differences 
between people, regardless of 
religion. 
"As people, we eat the same food 
and we have the same life force 
running through us," Bushrui said. 
Bushrui, who lectures on the 
spiritual heritage of the human race 
at the University of Maryland, 
believes his academic mission is to 
promote an acceptance of diversity 
and peace. 
His view is shared by Abdul-
Malik, who sees the university as a 
cultural mosaic and an ideal place 
for discussion. 
"I think this is an appropriate 
venue where people can learn to 
dialogue about policy and issues 
which affect our future," Abdul-
Malik said." "Hopefully we will be 
able to negotiate with people of 
different faiths and not see them as 
infidels, but as people with a 
different set of values." 
Hayden spoke of the role of 
Representatives of different religions spoke on the effect of religion on world politics. 
religion in the international arena. 
"We are increasingly aware that 
we are one world," he said. 
"Therefore, in the movements and 
aspirations of people, there are 
conflicts which usually have 
religious undertones, although 
these conflicts are never primarily 
religious." 
On the resurgence of 
fundamentalism, Hayden said, "We 
hear mostly of Islamic 
fundamentalism, but there is also a 
Christian fundamentalist 
movement which is making its 
presence felt in United States 
politics." 
The Anglican priest also indicated 
that one does not have to look 
further than the United States to see 
that politics and religion are real 
bedfellows. 
"International conflicts have 
domestic consequences because of 
various people who are in the 
United States," he said. 
"An example of this is the 
American Jewish community, most 
of whom are very strongly 
supportive of Israel and the kinds of 
support that Israel receives from the 
U.S." 
According to Bushrui, Baha'is 
believe the original purpose of 
politics is to build communities and 
not to promote adversarial interests. 
Photo by Pedro de vfeever 
He says the writings of Bahaullah, 
founder of the Baha'i Faith, speak 
of the different religions living in 
tranquillity. 
Conflict based solely on religious 
differences is pointless, he said. 
"People arguing about religion is 
like children fighting over whose 
dad is best, without knowing the 
other's dad ... or religion." 
As war on working class heightens, women remain targets, advocates say 
• 
By Jennifer Reddock 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Just when women thought they 
were asserting themselves as equal 
partners, something served as a 
reminder that women's issues are as 
much a product of one's political 
outlook as anything else. 
"Women are being targeted as the 
war on the working class is being 
heightened," said Estelle DeBates, 
chairwoman of the Morgan Town 
Branch of the Socialist Workers 
Party, at a recent Militant Labor 
Forum presentation. 
The forum, held at Pathfinder 
Bookstore in D.C., marked the 
anniversary of International 
Women's Day. 
DeBates, an avowed socialist, said 
renewed challenges against 
abortion rights coupled with the 
pressures of international 
competitiveness, cumulate in a 
beefed-up assault on women's 
rights. 
"The assault on women's rights is 
part of the broader assault on the 
working class," DeBates said. "If 
you look at things like welfare 
reform, women are the hardest hit." 
DeBates, who is a factory worker, 
said she believes she is able to feel 
the pulse of women's struggles and 
other members of the working class 
in America. She said women were 
first encouraged into the work force 
because they were considered 
cheap labor then. DeBates said 
women are still considered cheap 
labor today. 
Women still earn less than their 
male counterparts in most cases. 
As the world looks forward to the 
prospect of trade globalization, 
DeBates and others in the socialist 
movement see the disintegration of 
the workplace and the undermining 
of workers as an inevitable 
consequence. 
"The fact is, there is a real clash 
between the wealthy, and to be more 
competitive on the world scale, they 
are trying to squeeze more out of us 
[workers]," DeBates said. 
"When things are in a crisis, in 
order to get a .share of the market 
under those types of conditions, it 
is the working class that suffers. 
They are the ones who have to work 
under harsher conditions while 
. 
there is an increasing number of 
people who are unemployed." 
Olympia Newton, a George 
Washington University student who 
also spoke at the forum, said under 
capitalism, a women is penalized 
for being able to have children. 
According to Newton, the 
perpetuation of the myth that 
women are the weaker sex benefits 
capitalism because it devalues 
women's work and makes it seem as 
if they can only work in the 
domestic and private sector. 
Newton said she also believes that 
the inability to equally 
accommodate women into the work 
force allows society to benefit from 
women's work without 
compensating them. 
Abortion was another issue that 
concerned the speakers. 
"The issue is women's rights, and 
we defend the right of women to 
make this decision with no 
restrictions whatsoever," DeBates 
said. 
Newton, who is an undergraduate 
student, said although she has 
personal moral views about 
abortion, legal changes that would 
make parental consent for minors 
mandatory before having an 
abortion amount to government 
interference. 
"I believe if you give a little bit on 
the issue, your rights are more 
likely to be revoked." 
Female ambassadors stress importance of education for women 
By Karen Thomas 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
At the Second Annual Women's 
Conference held at Howard's 
Armour J. Blackburn Center last 
Tuesday, women ambassadors to 
the United States called upon all 
women to educate themselves to 
meet the challenges of the times. 
The event, sponsored by the 
Department of Modern Languages 
and Literatures and the 
International Student Association, 
was also held as part of the 
International Week celebration, 
which began March 9. 
Although women have made 
notable progress toward asserting 
their rights, their struggle 
continues. Of the 172 ambassadors 
represented in Washington, only 10 
are women. 
Developing countries are leading 
the way. Women ambassadors come 
from several countries, including 
Trinidad and Tobago, Bulgaria, 
Costa Rica, El Salvador, Uganda, 
Pakistan and Macedonia. 
Delores Tucker, chairwoman of 
the National Political Congress of 
Black Women, praised these 
countries for choosing a woman to 
handle multilateral relations in one 
of the world's most demanding and 
prestigious post. 
Tucker also commended the 
ambassadors, saying that they 
obtained those positions not by 
pulling on the shirttails of their 
husbands, but through persistence, 
education, hard work and strength 
of character. 
"Their presence in Washington 
today is a measure of how far we 
have come and the degrees to which 
education has opened doors to 
women," Tucker said. She added 
that "their presence crushes old 
myths about the limitation of 
women." 
Snezhana Botusharova, 
ambassador of Bulgaria, Sonia 
Picado, ambassador of Costa Rica 
and Ljubica Acevska, ambassador 
of Macedonia, participated in the 
conference. 
"We believe sustainable 
development cannot be obtained 
unless we invest in education," 
Picado said. 
Picado said Costa Rica's 
government is working hard to 
improve the quality of education, 
but demands of the International 
Monetary Fund and the World 
Bank have reduced Costa Rica to a 
welfare state. 
Nonetheless, first- and second-
graders are taught a second 
language, and tel\chers are given 
monetary incentives to teach in the 
poorest schools and introduce 
students to computers. 
"We do not want to be in the 
fourth world," Picado said. 
"Costa Rica does not want cheap 
labor; we want quality labor". 
Picado, who got married at 18 
and attended law school at a time 
when she was one of two women 
pursuing a law degree in her 
country, understands the struggle. 
There was a time when she was 
accused of neglecting her home 
and was denied the right to drive a 
car. 
Today, she admires the progress of 
women in Costa Rica and added 
that 50 percent of lawyers in Costa 
Rica today are women. 
"As a woman you have to work 
twice as hard because you have to 
do three jobs at the same time," 
Picado said. 
"We need to put human rights in 
the core of every level of education 
and change the culture of violence 
into a culture of tolerance." 
Acevska said that although there 
are more opportunities for women 
today, because of traditions and 
customs many women still see their 
role as keeping the home and 
raising children; they refuse to take 
advantage of the opportunities. 
However, some women are doing 
just the opposite. Presently, a 
woman heads one of the two 
universities in Macedonia. 
Macedonia has recently 
introduced adult education as part 
of the li'ngoing effort to educate all 
its people. 
Minorities are also educated in 
their native languages at the 
primary and secondary level. 
"We feel that an educated person 
is the greatest asset that any country 
can have," Acevska said. 
Tucker reminded the audience to 
remember Sojourner Truth as they 
celebrate Women's History Month. 
Truth was born in New York in 
1797, and her legacy reminds white 
feminists that African women are 
women too. 
Tucker called upon all to join the 
battle to raise Truth's statue so that 
she too could be recognized as the 
fourth member of the Women's 
Suffrage Movement. 
"We have to work together to 
make this a world of love and 
respect for all people," Tucker 
declared. 
Write for the international page . Call Ndimyake at 806~6866. · 
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o much talent oozed from the stage. It was the 
kind of singing and dancing that makes the audi-
ence's fingers snap and feet tap. Dancers 
stomped across the stage; singers belted out bluesy riffs 
to match the big band. 
The place wasn't Broadway or the Kennedy Center, 
but Howard University's Ira Aldridge Theater where 
the College of Fine Arts Theatre Department present-
ed "Jelly's Last Jam." The cast received a standing ova-
tion. And rightly so. The student performers truly out-
• ? 
• 
The program booklet gives a brief history of theater 
at Howard, which is led by artistic director Al Freeman 
Jr.: "It has consistently provided a nurturing environ-
ment for its students, many of whom have become 
prominent artists in stage, film and television." 
Even though President Swygert promises that the cur-
riculum for Fine Arts students will remain the same 
next year, it sounds like a feat that can't be accom-
plished. Arts and Sciences is already huge; more stu-
dents with understaffed advisers will not help regis-
did themselves. for even though ---------------~ tration or class selection. We hope 
we're wrong. the production wasn't a profes-
sional one, the talent would have 
people guess otherwise. 
011rYiew: 
' Everyone involved helped make 
' 
"Jelly's" a success - the actors, The College of Fine Arts 
The musical finishes a three-
week stint tomorrow. And The 
Hilltop encourages everyone in 
and outside of the Howard Uni-
versity community to support stu-
dent performers. But there is a lin-
gering question that bothers us. 
production of 'Jelly's Last singers, dancers, technical staff, choreographers, designers and 
production staff. This was a real-
life performance for them, a set for 
them to practice on. Losing such 
creativity would be unbearable. 
Jam' represents the talent that 
could be lost if the school merg-
ers take place. Last week's protesters in front of 
Will "Jelly's" be the College of 
Fine Arts last jam? 
With the so-called merger of Fine Arts with the Col-
lege of Arts and Sciences under way, where will that 
leave the plays and musicals to be performed by stu-
dent performers? As The H ii/top has stated before, we 
do not support the school mergers. But if ill fate hap-
pens and the merger takes place, it would be a tragedy 
to the arts community globally for these great perfor-
1nances to cease. 
the "A" building should have seen 
"Jelly's" first. Those who didn't protest should have 
seen it, too. It definitely would have changed their per-
spective and appreciation for the arts and would have 
all further understand the importance of preserving the 
nation's only Historically Black College or Universi-
ty with a separate school for the fine arts. 
In the meantime, we hope everybody enjoys and jams 
to "Jelly's" before its exeunt. 
Co111munication is key to 
ending problems between 
Howard, community_ 
e have dealt with this issue too many times. 
But much to our dismay, the Howard com-
munity once again finds itself at odds with 
the surrounding community. 
The recent attack on two Howard University students 
is not an isolated incident. For years Howard students 
have lived in a virtual state of emergency. Students are 
told not to venture out of their dorms after dark or not 
ing a gate around its main campus. 
While we understand the intent of such a measure, we 
feel that such action only further exacerbates the prob-
lem. The problems Howard experiences with its sur-
rounding community are twofold. 
The crime problem has roots in the fact that Howard 
is surrounded by a poor community. The vast majority 
of the students who come here are from higher incomes 
than those who live in the surrounding community. 
to walk down certain streets. Those who live in the community 
Even when students follow these .Qw:}!;isiw; are also disproportionately affect-
words, incidents occur on campus. ed by crime. Thus to some extent 
Outsiders sneak into dorms and Crime prevention.on campus Howard's high crime rate is to be 
~is:~~~~:~;c;:~ i~~!~~t:~::~~ could be aided through e';f;tc:~~ is a second part to the 
campus to rob late night passers-by. proper communication, problem-communication. The sur-
A recent report in the Chronicle · rounding residents see Howard stu-
of Higher Education gave Howard ~=~=====-=~====c.J dents as outsiders. 1bis has led to an 
the dubious honor of being one of the nation's most dan- antagonistic attitude between Howard and the community. 
gerous schools. In the area of burglary, Howard had 10 Building a gate around the campus does not address this 
tin1es as many burglaries as Georgetown and George problem. If anything it serves to agitate that problem by send-
Washington universities. ing a negative message to the community. 
Howard appears to be a university under siege. Its Howard has to increase its security presence on and 
administration apparently seems to think so. Howard's around the campus. But more importantly the lines of 
response to its astounding crime rate has been to fur- communication between Howard and the community 
ther isolate the school from the community by build- must be open and they must be reinforced. 
• 
De Klerk· should not be 
honored as peacemaker 
n a recent HBO special, "Mandela and de Klerk," 
the two opposing towers of apartheid's later peri-
od are presented as equals - two men bent on 
bringing peace to a country racked by racial warfare. 
F.W. de Klerk is presented to us as a man genuinely con-
cerned about the welfare of Black South Africans and 
as the moral equal of Nelson 
Mandela. 
But nothing could be further from the truth. The fact 
is that de Klerk, much like his American brother Abe 
Lincoln, was forced to give Blacks their rights. De 
Klerk was' pushed into the position of advocating 
peace because he had no other choice. International 
sanctions and ANC-led boycotts had shredded South 
Africa's economy and left de 
Klerk with no other option. 
This is what White South 
Africans and White Americans 
would like us to believe, and it is 
what their media would have 
Black Americans and Black 
South Africans believe. 
.Qw:Yiew; 
It must be remembered that de 
Klerk offered to end the whole 
peace process in a referendum 
put before the South African vot-
ers. Never mind that the only peo-
ple allowed to vote on the refer-
endum were White South This is the myth that allowed 
both de Klerk and Mandela to 
F. W. de K.lerk is a reluctant 
peace participant and sholud 
not be honored. 
receive the Nobel Peace Prize. It 
is the myth that has allowed 
countless heads of state in the Western world to honor 
de Klerk and Mandela as partners in the efforts to bring 
peace. And now it is the myth that has allowed Prince-
ton University to consider honoring de Klerk for his 
alleged work in South Africa's peace process. 
It is a sick myth - this idea that de Klerk and Man-
dela were somehow partners in the peace process. It is 
similar to the myth that Abraham Lincoln freed the 
slaves, another historical distortion propagated by a 
racist world. 
' 
Africans. Had those Whites 
decided to end the peace process, 
de Klerk would have ended it. 
There is a clear difference between a revolutionary 
and a reactionary. The revolutionary causes change; the 
reactionary simply reacts to tliose changes. Fortu-
nately, a group of South African students at Princeton 
have realized that de Klerk fits in the latter category. 
We support their effort to keep Princeton from honor-
ing de Klerk and hope that others at Princeton would 
soon discover that de Klerk was not a moving force in 
the peace process but a begrudging and reluctant par-
ticipant. 
__ _._.._ _________ ------ ------------~-~------~-------- - .. 
Dear Hilltop Editors: 
I feel that it is necessary for me to respond to the edi-
torial "Miscommunication Causes Confusion" pub-
lished in the March 14 issue. 
First I'd like to express my thanks. An editorial 
means I am being read. As a journalist and writer, I 
can't ask for anything more. Another thing it shows is 
that what I have written causes my readers to question 
what they hold to be true. 
I would hope that as students of the Mecca, we 
respond witli facts rather than emotion. The unin-
formed editorial appears to link me through my arti-
cle "Students Storm Black-Jewish Class" to the con-
fusion i.e. protests that followed. I would like to refute 
this and state that I acted in the most professional way 
possible. For this reason I DEMAND A RETRAC-
TION. The editorial contained no documented infor-
mation. This was also the first instance I have seen a 
reporter use her mother as a source for a supposed boy-
cott of Million Man March coverage. (What channel 
was she watching? I know that CNN, NBC and all 
major networks' eyes were on D.C. Oct. 16, 1995.) 
This letter has a dual purpose. I consider myself to 
be a good writer but I know that I am still subjected to 
being edited. I have learned to accept this. I would how-
ever like to address some editorial changes, which were 
made to my article. These changes, I believe, helped 
to create a false perception of what actually happened 
in the Black-Jewish Relations class tliat day. 
I accompanied the young men, in the capacity of 
reporter, and therefore was an eyewitness. The editor 
used the word "storm" in the title of my story. As pre-
proressionals we know tlie power of language. I feel this 
was not an accurate description, but was a judgment 
Dear Editor: 
On March 5, 1997, several students disrupted a class 
on African American-Jewish relations, charging that 
the Anti-Defamation League (ADL) was permitted to 
teach on campus, while spokespersons for the Nation 
of Islam were barred from speaking. The truth is the 
ADL brought two college professors together to teach 
a class of the same title on Afro-American and Jewish 
relations. Call it politically correct on the part of the 
ADL, the professors, and the universities, but for the 
students involved the course it is about learning. 
The ADL was involved only in introducing Dr. Rus-
sell Adams, chair of the Department of Afro-Ameri-
can Studies at Howard, and Dr. Pam Nadell, director 
of Jewish Studies at American University. The two pro-
fessors have complete autonomy in teaching the course. 
Contrary to misinformation, the ADL does not teach 
it. The structure of the credited class, which alternates 
once a week at Howard and American, consists of 
Adams and Nadell teaching on Afro-American Stud-
made on the part of the editor. I supposed it helped to 
sensationalize your Mar. 7 "protest issue," but I won-
der did you think about what effect this type of slant-
ing might have. The student I quoted, Jerrah Crowder, 
was the only one that spoke in the classroom, while the 
other students seated themselves quietly in the back of 
the room. This information appeared in my original 
article. To me, this does not sound like the storming of 
a classroom. 
My original article described the actions of the stu-
dents who were assembled in front of Founder's 
Library like this: "First the students passed out fliers 
and then they filed quietly through the stacks of the 
Founder's Library to the classroom located on the third 
floor." 
These are actual excerpts from the article I left in the 
computer which the Hilltop's advisor Dr. Clint Wil~on 
looked over. I do still have a copy of this. 
I have not been shaken. I did not have the option of 
just walking by because my mother has instilled in me 
the saying: "The hottest spot in hell is reserved for those 
who in the face of injustice remain quiet." I am also 
further encouraged by the words of Corne! West who 
addressed Rankin Chapel. He spoke about having the 
courage to tell the truth. I would turn that on the stu-
dents of the Mecca - have the courage to seek the 
truth. If you don't believe something you read, dig 
deeper. Search for yourself and share the knowledge 
with all of us. 
Thank you. I welcome all responses and feedback. 
Black Love, · 
Janine Angella Harper 
e-mail: souljah@cldc.howard.edu 
ies and Jewish Studies, respectively. On common issues 
between the two groups, the class engages in intellec-
tual dialogue. 
For the students, which includes African American, 
Caucasian, Asian, and persons of mixed ancestry as 
well as both black and white Jewish students, the 
course offers the opportunity to analyze the relation-
ship between African Americans and Jews. It does not 
attempt to promote a political ideology, but seeks only 
to foster an understanding of the internal dynamics of 
both groups in relation to themselves and each other. 
Once again it must be stressed that it is an academic 
course for credit. Any problems in relation to the class 
should be directed to the professors outside of class 
time and the administration, not the students. Moreover, 
any issues with ADL should be directed at the stated 
organization. Education should not be sacrificed to feed 
a political appetite. 
Adrian Bailey 
WE WELCOME YOUR LETTERS AND COMMENTS 
THE HILLTOP encourages you to share your views, opinions and ideas. We publish only 
material addressed to us, and routinely edit letters for space and style. Letters as well as com-
. mentaries must be typed signed with full addresses and telephone numbers. 
The opinions expressed on the Editorial Page are solely the views of the Editorial Board, 
and do not reflect the opinions of Howard University, its administration, THE HILLTOP Board 
or the students. 
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2251 Sherman Ave. NW. 
Washington, D.C. 20001 
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FUNDINGFORSTUDYABROADPROGRAMS 
SEMINARS 
If you are interested in pursuing a study abroad experience, the Funding 
for Study Abroad Programs Seminars are for you. In addition to 
discussing sources of funding, such as the Fulbright and National Security 
Education scholarship programs, the seminars will also focus on 
application preparation and proposal writing. 
These seminars will be held in the College of Arts and Sciences, Office of 
the Dean, Locke Hall Room 10 l on the following dates and times: 
April 1, 1997 at 12:00 noon 
April 8, 1997 at 12:00 noon 
April 15, 1997 at 12:00 noon 
April 22, 1997 at 12:00 noon 
For further information, please contact: 
Dr. Paul Logan 
Assistant Dean, College of the Arts and Sciences 
806~6700 
Gene Smith 
Graduate Assistant 
806-6700 
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Photos by Hassan Kinley 
Students practice self-defense at the Bushido School of Alkljujitsu. 
THE HILLTOP 81 
Local self-defense school 
teaches confidence to 
rican A1nericans 
By Valyncia Saunders 
Hilltop Staft Writer 
In the midst of a society filled 
with pressures from gangs and drug 
dealers, a place of solitude has 
emerged for Washington. D.C.'s 
youth, as well as the entire com-
munity. 
The Bushido School of Aikijujit-
su is a self-defense school designed 
to provide confidence. discipline 
and a means of protection from the 
dangers plaguing our society. 
Director and instructor Ali 
Shabazz said the program is 
" ... about taking control of your life. 
It's about removing yourself from 
[negative] situations." 
Starting with children as young as 
age 5, Shabazz and other instructors 
instill self-esteem and confidence in 
those seeking an outlet for life's 
pressures. 
Combining balance and coordi-
nation with these mental disci-
plines, Shabazz said he teaches 
men, women, and children to 
respect themselves and others. 
"With children, I teach more dis-
cipl inc," Shabazz said. "For adults 
who are confroncea c, cry day, for 
women ""ho are confronted evc.:ry 
day, I teach them how to defend.'' 
Bushido means "way or path of 
the warrior." Aikijujitsu means 
"combat system." 
Shabazz said that the self-defense 
method is one that not only teach-
es combat self-defense, but teach-
es students how to learn. listen and 
"how not to react." 
"This system really teaches self-
conf1dence, self-awareness and 
control," Shabazz said. "You learn 
that a word is just a word." 
As a man who used to be bullied 
as a child, Shabazz said that this art 
form has given him a whole new 
perspective on Life. 
"I'm not intimidated by people 
anymore. Words don't bother me," 
Shabazz said. "It raised my self-
esteem and helped me to know who 
I am." 
Hoping to pass oo the lessons he 
has lear ned from Aikijujitsu, 
Shabazz said women and children 
are his top priority. 
"I'm concerned about women and 
chjldren because women and chit-
dren in this society get beat up 
every da}," Shabazz said. 
Shabazz said he is giving young-
sters a positive male role model 
and offering women the gift of self-
empowerment. 
Working with teachers at nearby 
elementary schools, Shabazz has 
been able to ensure that his students 
receive the necessary education to 
overcome life's barriers. 
··\ think we need to go into the 
classroom and see what ·s going on 
with our children," Shabazz said. 
"lf their report cards don't reflect 
that they're getting good grades. I 
want to know why." 
Issues concerning the role of 
Black men and women in society 
are ones Shabazz said are of the 
utmost importance. 
"Women cannot go into the next 
millennium under the disguise that 
they are the weaker sex," Shabazz 
said. "There are more (Black] 
women taking care of this society 
than there are (Black] men." 
Shabazz said that because Black 
women have played such a domi-
nant role in Black households, 
)Oung children are often weary of 
male authority. 
"Being a Black male is a big hur-
dle to get over because women 
raised (these children]." Shabazz 
said. 
Despite setbacks such as outside 
pressures from social groups, 
Shabazz said his school has allowed 
people from all races, religions and 
colors to find themselves through 
disc1pltne. 
"Whatever problems they have 
ethnically, they find a common 
ground,'' Shabazz sajd. 
That common ground has kept 
the number of physical confronta-
tions Shabazz has encountered 
down to three in his lifetime, and 
zero in the last 15 to 20 years. 
"I haven't touched a soul," he said. 
·'I don't want to." 
Through this school. Shabazz said 
he wants to keep children, women 
and men of all colors out of the path 
of destruction and put them on the 
road to a prosperous future. 
''Hopefully, out of this," Shabazz 
said, "we will have strong, healthy 
souls." 
The sweetest sound in 
str n es lace 
Toni Blackman d efies conventional h ip hop 
By Brandl Aldridge 
Hilltop Slaff Writer 
The face of hip hop seems to be 
ever changing. In recent years, 
audiences have seen everything 
from wild kids with martial arts 
molifs lo pouty-lippcd sex pots. 
bragging about ,Ill the 1h10gs the) 
own that rhyme with the word Ver-
sace. 
But through it all. arguably one of 
the best voices 10 the business has 
rarely been heard outside the Dis-
trict. 
Toni Blackman is a I} rical acro-
butic She stands 5 foet and IO inch-
es tall with warm bro\\ n eyes and 
a smile tha1 betra, s the fullness of 
her heart. 
\ ~s one of the best is a woman. 
a woman with .1 m1sswn tt, "sy, eel• 
en .. the game of rhyme Just a little. 
She is the founder of the Frecstv le 
Union. a nonprofit organization 
"dedicated tt) the preser,at1on and 
ck, at1on of hip hop culture." 
Blacl man. a l QQ I graduate of 
Ho\\ ard started the Umon in Feh-
ruar~ I Qq-4_ Shl· h,1s st1K'e earned 
,1 mas1c.•r's 10 t)rg.1nt:atmnal com-
mumcattons. 
In .1 cit\ lil t· \\\1shing1011. \\ here 
go-go rules, Blackman 1s taking ~ ~ 
hip hop to a new level and turning 
the heads of e,·en the most dedi-
catt·d Rare Essence fans. 
" Hip hop has influenced an cnure 
generation.'' Blackm.10 said "It\ .1 
part of who I am and has to come 
out in my music." 
Raised in California's Bay Area, 
she admits she always wanted to get 
off the West Coast. 
"D.C. has the kind of energy I 
need," Blackman said. 
And energy is something she 
never lacks. She can be seen on any 
given night trading lyrics at the 
Kaffa House or selling the ground 
rules for a freestyle session at a 
Union Cipher. 
Blackman also conducts and orga-
nizes workshops designed to edu-
cate youth about hip-hop culture. 
She has participated in a work-
shop sponsored by The Girls Pro-
ject called. "Sister to Sister. Hcr-
man,1 a Hl'rmana." 
"Part of bc111g dedicated to the art 
form is hcing n:sponsihlc: therefore 
,, e have a responsibility to the com-
mun it):· Blackman said. The 
Freestyle Union sponson; numer-
ous youth workshops and even has 
a lcen Night scheduled for next 
month in Baltimore. 
For anyone \\ ho has ,een Black-
man perform. the) arc usually 
sho1..ked by her hahy face .ind con-
sen .ui,e look. 
Sht' p1.:rtor mt·d at a dphcr held at 
Hm\ ard l.tst vcar. and man, stu-
dt'nts were surpn.,ed h, her quick 
tongue and I\ rical st\ le 
' . 
In a song she p1..rforms \\ uh one 
of the 24 members ot the Union. 
"fhe Cipher 1s the Buttermilk. ~ty 
The unfulfilled promise of 
Biggie Smalls 
'& Nehls/ Coates 
The recent murders of Tupac 
Shalrur and Biggie Smalls arc tn)U-
b ling, but not with1)Ut hishHical 
precedence. Black entertainers have 
historically led problematic Ii, es. 
Many have died early as .1 result 
of these lives. and others hm e just 
died early for no apparent reason. 
The list is a long one that include 
Sam Cooke, Bob Marley. Otis Red-
ding, Robert Johnson and Man. in 
Gaye. 
Each of these artists left his mark 
o n Black music. as did Biggie 
Smalls. But Biggic·s legacy is an 
incomplete one when compared 
with the giants of Black music. 
When thinking about the death of 
Biggie I am reminded ,pee fic~II) 
of Cooke and Redding. 
Redding wa, 2t, \\ hen hi, plane 
careened into an k) \\ i~'Un,fo lake 
ending a brief but brilliant career. 
Cool.--e was 30 \\ hen he \\ as found 
murdered in the office of a hotel 
manager. 
Biggie ,v-.i.s 24 "hen he wa, killed. 
)ct he never became a, important 
to hip hop or Black mu,;; c as a 
\\ hole, ru; Cooke and Reddm2 \\ere 
~ 
to soul and Black music. 
The cas) explanation is that Big-
gie·s career was shorter than either 
of these artists. This is certain!) a 
factor. as is the fat.'! that both of 
these artists put out more album:-. 
than Biggie. 
But there arc other reason:-. \\ h) 
I 
Presence is the Honey," she 
describes the presence of women in 
the game of hip hop. 
"Hip hop would not be alive with-
out the presence of women. A 
woman can bring the sweetness to 
the art form," Blackman said. "The 
song describes the POWER of fem-
ininity without coming right out 
and saying it." 
Blackman is quick not to knock 
current female artists like Lil Kim 
and Foxy Brown. 
"Though it's hard for me to look 
at them and even take them seri-
ously, I know that there is so much 
pain in the Black community," 
Blackman said. "If you listen to Lil 
Kim, you will sec she is hurting. 
Her past has left her with a lot of 
healing 10 do. And artists like Foxy 
Brown and Lil Kim can get caught 
up in the power of the dollar." 
Most importantly, Blackman 
,..,ants people to know that the 
Freest) le Union is all about the 
love of the art. 
··Freestyle Union is an under-
ground haven for freestyle rappers 
looking for an event that caters 
totally to hip hop:· she said. "Not 
to the media. not to the industr), but 
to rapper~ ... 
In a culture that has become 
increasingly commercialized and 
turned into ·•big business:· Black-
man adds one of the sweetest 
sounds to a world filled with mis-
guided noise. 
Biggie never made the made on 
Black music of which he '-"aS capa-
bJc. 
At the ime Cookc·s unfortunate 
death, he had g1\ en Black Ameri-
ca a "1de arra) of music. Despite 
the \\'hite-w a,hcd nature of hi, 
earl) pop hits. Cooke had for )ears 
tra,eled the gospel circuit inspiring 
countless other go.-.pel singers. 
At the time of his death he had 
mm,ed back to hl!> gospel roots. 
npping out soul class1t.-s like "Bring 
It on Home Th ~1e," -Soothe ~fe;' 
.. Sad 1ood." ··Ha, mg a Part-..," and 
That"s \\'here It's At,- not to men-
tion 'A Change Goin Come.· a 
!>Ong that could easil) replace ·· Lift 
E,cry \oice .. as the Black nation-
al anthem. 
Be}ond hi, artistr} Cooke 
brought his own brand of Black 
nationalism to the industry, C5tab-
lishing hi.-. own record label and his 
Photo by Hassan Kinley 
Howard alumna Toni Blackman leads the hip-hop collective Freestyle Union, which started In 1991. 
She says she formed group to preserve and elevate hip-hop culture. 
own publishing company. This may 
seem commonplace for Black 
artists toda), but in the 1960s this 
was rare fur White artists, and sim-
ply unheard of for Black artists. 
Redding followed Cooke's lead of 
independence by establishing a 
record company. When he died at 
the tender age of 26 he had also left 
us with a catalogue of soul classics, 
including "Mr. Pitiful," "Respect," 
and -Dock of the Bay." Redding is 
directly responsible for more than 
few hip hop hits. 
It is from Reddmg·s "Tramp," that 
we get Salt and Pepa ·s "Tramp " 
The track for hip hop s greatest 
posse-cut ·'The Symphon);" is noth-
ing but a loop of Otis Redding·s 
"Hard to Handle." 
What has Biggie left fur this gen-
eration? 
One phat album. 
But there have been scores of phat 
albums of hip hop released. I can 
name 20 albums that surpass Big-
gie "s "Ready To Die." 
This is not to diminish Biggie as 
an artist; simpl) put, Biggie was 
one of the baddest MCs in hip hop 
at the time of his death. 
But he never lived up to his poten-
tial because of his \'aJues. His focus 
wasn ·1 on the art. but on clothes, 
cheap women, cars and expensive 
liquor. 
Some would argue that Biggie's 
lifestyle had nothing to do with his 
death But there is a reason why 
Biggie is dead, and not Q-Tip or 
Black Thought or Common Sense. 
It has to do vtith priorities. 
KRS-ONE's concern is his an 
and hi~hop culture; ~-erything else 
comes after. This is wh} KRS could 
die today and still have lived a full 
life. 
lt 's wb~ Oluck D could have died 
• 
after his second album. It 's 15ecause 
Chuck changed the world through 
devotion to his art. 
Redding and Cooke especially 
were no angels, but they loved their 
art enough to leave Black people 
with something. 
Biggie has left us only with mem-
ories of what could have been. His 
legacy and lesson are in his death, 
not in his life. They lay not in those 
contributions that he made to hip 
hop, but in the ones he could have 
made but didn't. 
Biggie died not knowing what the 
gods of hip bop (KRS, Rakim; 
Oluck D) have always known. Ver-
sace will not save you. Criste! can't 
help you. And scantily-clad women 
mean nothing when it's your time 
to go. 
TM writer is tJu Editorial «litor. 
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pper's death prompts violence concerns 
By Craig Savoy Brummer 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
It wa., another act of sen<,eless 
violence. 
Or was it'? 
The murder of hip-hop poster boy 
Notoriou'> B.f.G abo known a<, 
Biggie Smallc, 1;;as seen by fanc, 
and critics alike as an event that was 
bound to happen . 
The '>hock wave of apparent 
disbelief wm, not nece<,<,arily due to 
the murder of a star. but rather it 
was the liming and '>ymboll,m of a 
murder that many considered an 
inevitable act of violence. 
On March 8, B1gg1c Smalls, 
whose real name was Chn<,tophcr 
Wallace, wa., fatally shot a'> he left 
a club 111 Hollywood. 
Smalls wa<, 111 LO'> Anpclc 
auendin~ the Soul Train Music 
Awards. 
Dozie E,enek we, a '>cn1or biology 
major from New Jer~y. could not 
understand the reasoning behind 
lhe murder. 
He sees this incident as a bad 
renection on the hip-hop indw,try. 
"The indw,try is going to come 
down hard on hip hop. Labels may 
not take as many chance<, on good 
talent due to this." he said. 
Strangely, Smalls' murder 
occurred c,ix month to the day of 
the murder of Tupac: Shakur, his 
notorious Wec,t Coast rival. 
All around the country, many who 
are c,ubmerged in the hip hop 
culture believe that Smalls helped 
arrange Shakur's murder, despite 
the fact that there is no evidence to 
support the rumor. 
The rumor 1s based on the fact that 
Smalls and Shakur argued over 
R&B artist Fallh Evans, Smalls' 
estranged wife, amid allegations 
Sha~.ur made about havmg sex with 
her. 
This disagreement fueled the 
HU grad gives 
h ip hop 'The 
Theme' 
By Stacy White 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
Presently, the state ol hip-hop is 
011 shaky ground: 1hc srnkcs arc 
dangerously high, and most hip-
hop lyrics arc plagued by the 
influence of commercial rap. 
Many may argue that the 
crea11v11y of hip-hop culture is 
hcmg s4uclched and violated by 
the e,plnita11ve tactics of music 
mdustry e,ccut, ves. rortunately, 
lyricisl Tr.Key Lt·e has a musical 
style that brings the audience to 
another level of hip hop. 
I !is flavor is a unique combination 
of profound new-school lyrics and 
beats thal are guaranteed 10 keep 
heads bopping. His style and flow 
exemplifies the essence of a real 
MC. Lee talso known as L-Rock, 
Mr. Lee. L.R .. Tray Lee) has been 
making serious power moves since 
the release ofh1s debut single. "The 
Theme." earlier this year. 
The Philadelphia na11ve is 
definitely making his mark in the 
htp-hop community as his hit song 
1.·ontinues to rise up the Billboard 
1.·harts. The popularJty and success 
of "The fheme" has crossed the 
coastal barriers. appealing to hip-
hop lovers m the East and the West. 
The song has hccn successful in 
-dominatm~ the ,1ir w,wes of both 
radio and mu,,1c \ llkO stations 
nation\, 11.k, not to mention the 
o\en, h1.·lm111g 1.•fkct on part) 
people and cluh heads ,, henevcr 
this part) ,1nthem 1s played. Parties 
mstantl)- comr to hfo and the crowd 
gets morr h} p1.·d as thi.'Jr smg the 
p1.1pular hOl)k "Oh 11\ part) time 
.. 
It \\ as hcr1.• at Ho,H1rd that Lee 
bccam1.•_all1liak·d \\Ith his lup-hop 
famih. the mcmtx-r-. of Rt'al '-111-!l!a 
- --
Hl)\\, 1111.'. 
R N .r 1, un en11,unn!1.' of fnemh 
-
.llld .1rt1s1, \\ tt,, un11ed to t.1kc 1.lfl the 
industr) as om~ t:-ntit). The ,4uad 1s 
1.'0ll1J)("-t.'d ol talented .1rt1sh as ,,di 
as imli\ ,duals \\hO speciali1e m 
produc11ons. promo11on-,. 
manugt'ment and otht:-r husmess 
-
,1s~1.·ts of the industr). 
The members are from , arwus 
areas· '\le,, York. '\ e\\ Jerse). 
Philadclphta and D.C. The) ,,ere 
,111 hmught tog1.·th1.'r ti, 1heir to, t' for 
musu: and their de1erm111at1on to 
make it 1n thi,; busmess 
\.\'ith the release of Lees proJect. 
Photo by Timothy Carter 
Tracey Lee is taking the hip-
hop world by storm with "The 
Theme." 
the R.N.F. family is expected to 
make its name known in just a 
mailer of time. 
For years, Lee paid his dues, 
dealing with the ups and downs of 
the music business. He successfully 
earned his degree in 
communications here at Howard 
and could ha\\! casil) given up 
Y.hcn he faced h;1rd times. 
Ho .... c,er. Lee was determined to 
folio,\ his love for the music and his 
desire to be an art i~t. 
His perseverance finally paid off. 
lk hooked up with his manager, 
Mark Pitts. of ByStorm 
Entertainment and from there his 
career began to take off. lt wasn't 
~ 
Ion~ before his talent ,... as 
rcco)!ni,ed and he \,as signed with 
Unl\ersal Record:-,. 
The I P \tan) Fa..:e," 1s due for 
release March 25. and it promises 
to be not on!) ,1 hip-hop clas:.ic. but 
,1 hap-hop collectihle. This album 
"111 sho,\ the world\\ horn the real 
Trace) Lee 1s and "hat he's all 
about. People will :-ee that not onl) 
can he get do,\ n \\ hen tis part) 
time and ,hme "hen 11 s sho" rime. 
but that the "L c;1n ro,.-k the mic 
\\ ith sk1lb of a true prote,,ional 
\\ atch tor the alhum a, Lee 
pro<"eed:-, tl• g1\e l:m, "ha1 the) 
need. \\htle puttmg R."\ E. Phtll). 
and HU on the map 
Upcoining Events 
March 31 
Model Auditions for "Fashion Comedy Style" @ 7 PM. 
Registration deadline ,s March 25. 
Place: Cramton Auditorium 
March 20 
Tickets go on sale for the Kenny Lattimore and Danell 
Jones concert. Tickets will be available at the Warner 
Theatre Box Office and all Ticketmaster outlets. The concert 
is April 12. 1997, at the Warner Theatre. 
"Brothers really need to stop killing 
thellzselres .. , 
-- Mark King, psychology major 
al read) pre-ex1st1ng East 
Coast/West Co~t rivalf). 
Shawn Grahm. a Washin.;ton 
University student" ho Y.as in Los 
Angeles for his spring brea1'.. 
claimed that many of lhe residents 
of Crenshaw. Calif.. felt that justice 
had been served. 
"Everyone was out on the 
baskerball court giving each other 
high-fives. claiming that it was 
about time that we avenged Tupac's 
death," he said. 
Unfortunate!). man) students such 
as r-.tark King. a p~ycholog) major 
here at Ho"'ard. do not -;ee the trend 
of, 1olence ending ,oon 
"Thi-. may ne,er stop," King said. 
"Brother!> really need to s top 
killing themselves." 
Ezenekwe agreed \\ ith King, 
"These acts of, 1olence are not only 
killing people. but they are really 
killing hip-hop. We need to stop the 
gangster rap and come back to the 
real spirit of the music " 
Photo courtesy of Arista Records 
"Life After Death" was the last album recorded by The 
Notorious 8.1.G. before his death. 
The troublesome relationship 
between the two rappers along Y.ith 
Shakur's death is the reason why 
Smalls' death does not come as a 
complete surprise. 
Smalls· wa, laid to rest Tuesday. 
Here are the latest movies!!! 
Photo by Michael P. Weinstein Photo by Eric Liebowitz 
Love Jones Booty Call 
Starring Nia Long and Larenz Tate Starring (I. to r.) Vivica Fox, Jamie Foxx, 
Tamala Jones and Tommy Davidson 
~• 
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Photo by Shane Harvey Photo by Arnold Turner 
The Sixth Man Rhyme & Reason 
Starring Marlon Wayans (left) and Kadeem 
Hardison (right) 
Featuring G. Thomas, Kurrupt, Mack 10 
and Daz 
Pulse editor Awanya Anglin would like to wish everyone 
a safe and happy Spring Break!!! 
New book gives Black women inspiration, guidance 
By Zerline A. Hughes 
Hilltop Staff Wrrter 
Standing-room onh \\a, ali that \\a-. a,ailable 
for latec~mer, arri~ 1ng .ti the S ... ,er Space 
0001'.,tore fur the unveiling of Julia A. Bo)d 
book of Black \\vmen, be t-kept ecret, 
An audience of heau: · JI Black \\Omen 
\\Caring lock\. afro,. ,hort CUh and a fev. 
permel he,1d, encompa,,ed the ,mall, quaint 
room. ~fan~ cJa:-,ped m the•r hands copie:. of1he 
nc" l) relea,ed hook ,,hile others got up and 
purcha,ed copies. Bo)d read ·rom the fir,t 
chapter of Embracing the F re S ,ter-. Talk 
A~out Se, and Relation ... h p, "' 'he ca,h 
reg1:-,ter -.ounded in the baci..gr()und 
- -I\ c: lxc:n dr,·aming about ,ex ag:un M) long. 
-.em,u0us kgs .ue \\ rapped around the hard \\-':ilSt 
of some gori?e1.'Us bronze hunk; our arms 
- -
mtert" me a., s\\eat-,lid.:ed bodies melt togelher 
and mo,c to the rh) thm of our '"elhng pa.,~1011. 
. . . And then m) alarm goe, off. fading m~ 
dream to,er into the ,ound~ of lhe earl)-mornmg 
craffic report." 
Interesting!). Boyd is a psychotherapist tourmg 
the nation wiLh her second book. which was 
released Feb. 3 and is sure to be as successful as 
her fir.,t best-selling novel. In the Compan) of 
m, S1<.ters. Black Women and Self-Esteem." , 
l ,111g her prc,tes"onal expert1,e a.s \\-ell as 
ner.;onal experience. Bo)d take'> on the subject 
of Black \\Omen and intimate relauonship:. man 
effort to challenge con\entional under.tandings. 
explore is!>ues of self-image and confidence. 
and mo,t important!}: "celebrate who \\-e are a5 
,en~uou ... Black \\Omen." 
Alter 2ainine blu-,hes and lauehter from the ~ - -
audience, Bo)d opened the floor for questions 
and an,\\ers. "I'd like to in, ite you all 11110 my 
.,i,1er-cirde. · -,he said. v. h,ch. accord mg to Boyd. 
is a forum \\ here females can di,clo,e and 
confide per-,onal notions a, a healing process. 
Hoping lhat her book c.an help teach her readers 
that women need to become comlortable talking 
\\: ith one another. she explained. "\\'e'II be at ease 
a ltttle bit more "'ilh our li\le,. "'ho \\e are. and 
to feel comfortable among our children." 
"Fire" sene~ ~ affirmation/inspirational guide 
through the experience~ of the characters in the 
\ 
book. The characters come to a common ground, 
abandomng lheir busy lives to talk t0gether and 
confide in very personal. intimate ways. Getting 
very introspective. down and dirty, yet still able 
10 entertain and motivate. Boyd does with "Fire" 
what psychologists charge $150 an hour for. 
This book is geared toward \\-Omen who seek 
something that was Jo<,t or never di!.Covered. It 
ans\\ers questions and provides suggestions for 
toda} 's Black \\-Omen and gives insight for 
today's Black men. 
"I don 't really expect for anyone to get anything 
out of the book: I just want to pass on 
mformauon." explained Boyd. "I want to start a 
dialogue about v.ants and desires. We are the first 
generation who have a chance for romance 
because our options are different than our parents 
and grandparents." 
"Embracing the Fire" 1s a poetic !-elf-help book 
that redefines the language of sex for women. the 
ingredients for a good relationship and old rul~ 
for women. Fire" "'ill undoubtedly inspire 
v.omen all o,er the country 10 start their own 
sh.ter ~upport groups. Every Black v.oman will 
find a piece of themselves in ~Fire." 
• 
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WEEKENDER Spotlight: DAVE & BUSTER'S: 
By Tanyika N Jackson 
H1 ltop Staff Writer 
Saturday evening recreation 1s 
crafty enough to slip into becoming 
humdrum and routine -- if you're 
not carefu I. 
Bowling? Dull. 
Skating? Uninteresting. 
Dinner'' Boring. 
Vis1111,g Dave & Bu~ter\, located 
1n Wh:te Flint Mall in North 
Bethesda, 'v1d., can rid you of 
boring Saturday night routines. 
The restaurant\ brochure 
guarantees that you II find '\ixty 
square feet of food and fun under 
one roof " Thi'> club/game 
haven/restaurant is best described 
by its mono: "There\ no place quite 
like 11." 
Upon vis11ing the restaurant, you 
might get the 1mpre,,1on of lx!tng 
in an adult \ltcd C ht,ck -1~-
Cheese':;, hut D& B h one hundred 
times helter. 
There arc many ac11vi11es for 
visitors to enJOY, including casino 
games, video games and billiards. 
D&B even ha, c1 blackJack table 
complete with chip, and 
professionc1I dealers, however, all 
casino games arc play-for-fun rather 
than play for-dollars. 
,ho'>' ine of' Murder of \'P Row." 
• 
Jones later added thut she ..., 1 II be 
interested m auditioning college 
students for upcoming 
producuom,. 
To enJO) din111g at D&B. be 
prepared to spend a minimum of 
$40 per pe~on. Though lhis price 
ma) be a little steep for college 
students. its a great place to visit if 
)OU \\ant to treat yourself to 
something \\Orth\, hile . 
• 
The $40 can CO\ er dinner. the pla) 
and a cor,phmentar) power'' carci. 
The pov.er" card is a buzzword 
used to describe the tool that 
replaces the need for tokens. There 
1;, a one-time fee of $1.00 for 
issuance of the reusable card. 
Rather than bu) ing tokens, money 
is placed on the card for credit. 
This saves guests the 
inconvenience of having a bunch 
of tokens left over to bring on their 
~ 
next trip 
One dollar buys three chtps, $5.00 
buys 21 chips. $10.00 buys 48 chips 
and $20.00 buys 100 chips. 
Games a,erage about five chips 
each. There are a few games there 
that do require tokens. 
Two young men in Little Rock, 
Ark., created the concept of Dave 
& Buster's. "Buster's" restaurant 
was an eatery for locals. while next 
door. Dave ran "Slick Willy's World 
of Entertainment," which offered 
fun and games for adults. 
Their customers frequented both 
establishments, so the two decided 
to try their luck at combining their 
businesses. 
Other games include the latest in 
electronically simu lated games 
such as Aqua Jct. Alpine Racer and 
Prop Cycle. Through high tech 
sounds and hug screens, these 
gamel> make you feel as if you arc 
really in the ac-tmn whether vou arc 
riding the waves sk11ng down the 
slopes or ,peed1ng around th<.; race 
track. The1,e games arc 111tern,e and 
require more than the traditional 
joystick skills. They 111volvc your 
feet, legs, waist, hrnin, and maybe 
a hand or rwo. 
Dave and Busters is located in the White Flint Mall in North Bethesda. 
FIie photo 
The doors of the first Dave & 
Buster's opened in Dallas, Tuxas, in 
I 982. and the business has 
expanded to cities such as Atlanta, 
Chicago. Philadelphia and 
Houston. 
D&B also plays host 10 a "Murder 
Mystery Dinner Theater Show" 
every Friday and Saturday at 8 p.111. 
Reservations are required. and the 
managers proudly revealed that 
there has been a full house since the 
opening. 
The director, cast members and 
SPR9~ AR'CS JES{ 95 eo~9~ .... DO~'{ S!EEP 
r HE E'V~'l" 07 i;/WO'l'90,NS 
HEA.c9,Ng HEl'IN'lS A,ND '«Jllf!H9,N' soucs gs eo,M9,N' '«J 
E,Nr9gH'l'F,N flOlllt /W9,ND. 
. 
' 
OE'C:lrJ E.QJNES90,NS, 
fl.CON~ ,f//S'lN,'l(:'l; SO,ME'C:l,MES EMrJ'l' 
,NHA/1(:E Y9S/,l,'l£9~A'C:IO,NS 0,1 'l'HE Hl,lftf,'I/I rJO,ND9'C:IO,N. 
T EAf!H, 'l"HE .MASSES OH ,MAfl!fE 'JIIS'l" A 7EW, 
EArJH, '(()l,{(JH, A/ID .JEE~ .CE'l' O'l'HENS E.QJEN9E,NrJE 
y OIi, flOIIH 'l"HOllgH'lS, 'l"HHOllgH flOll/t WOHDS A'l" 'l"HE 
SPRING BL~CK ARIS FESTNAL 
TO Af.L POliENTIAL POETS AND VOLUNTEERS, 
PLEASE COME BY THE UGSA OFFtCE!!!! 
mystery theater hosts all 
graciously make themselves 
available by visiting guests' tables. 
Director Terry Jones said that the 
plays change every six weeks. The 
next play will replace the current 
This year Dave & Buster's will go 
international starting 111 
Birmingham, England. 
The MAD POWER UNIT MARCH SPECTACULAR! 
super tight 
secur1 t y system 
1st hour 
""'""'I"' t,~~,~·1', , if,-.. 
·~·:·)·•. "!: 
:!?' , 
. ' 
. ¥,',•:.)</ ; ' 
9pm 
tasting 
mpagne 
pray 
Ge t ready for 7o·s Party Sun., March 30th 
W1tti Sam The Man Burns 
,· . . ·- .... ~ . 
Managerr.ent W1 ll Be Sele c tive : :-,f o )'.:,) 1 11 ,:-n 
· · · .......,POWfRGllAPHIX20i ~3? ',l.: 0, 
.. 
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ENROLLMENT ANAGEMENT 
21 MARCH 1997 
FALL 1997 
- -~ General Mandatory Registration~ 
31 March-11 April 
SCHEDULE 
Day Date Classification (Code*) 
. 
MondaTv 31 March Seniors (4) 
. 
. 
TuesdaTv 1 A·oril Juniors (3) 
Wednesda v 2 A·oril So·ohomores (2) 
Thursda,.r 3 A·oril Freshmen (1) 
Friday 4April Freshmen (1) and 
Graduate (5) and 
Professional Students 
Saturday 5 A·oril All Students 
Monday 7 April Seniors and 
Unclassified ( 6) Students 
Tuesdarv 8 A·::,ril All Students 
.. 
Wednesda1v ~. 9 A·oril All Students 
Thursda,.v 10 A·oril All Students 
FridaTv 11 A·oril All Students 
. 
*If you are not sure of your official classification, please contact Enrollment 
Management/Records and Articulation Room 104 11 A'' Building. 
• Students :must see their acade:mic advisor for course selection 
approval and then adhere to the above schedule to select the 
approved course(s) using HU-PROS. 
• Reduce possible waiting time by calling on your reserved date. 
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Track athletes qualify for All- .. erican team • 
By William Bryant 
Hilltop staff Writer 
Two Lady Bison track team 
members have been .,elected as 
nominees for the College Sports 
Information 01rec1or-, of America\ 
Spring 1997 GTE Academic All-
American Team. 
Dion Walker and Tammy Edward-, 
were nominated by William 
Moultrie. head tnick coach, who 
had IO member., from his team 
meet the academic criteria for the 
team. The women\ learn winners 
will he relca-,cd June 19 by the 
CoSIDA Academic All -America 
Comm111cc. 
W,dker, a \enior from New 
Orleans. hold~ a 3.51 grade point 
average in biology. 
rt1e cohr.t•quick senior ha, been 
Dion Walker Senior 3.51, biol-
ogy 
a main,ta) m the sprints and relays 
lor the Lady Bison tra<.:k team She 
auributcs her academic sue. ·cs., 10 
her dett:rmination and mou, .it .>n m 
find mg time to Mud). 
''"TT1c most important goal pnor to 
entering 1-foY.ard ""a" graduating 
in four year .... " \Valkt:r said. 
"Out., idc factor, and distractions 
haH: not pre,cn1ed me trom 
excelling in the clas.,room She 
""111 .,tudy pediatric., at Lou1-.1ana 
Stall:. University's medical school. 
\\'alker offer., the folloY. ing ad, KC 
10 student athlete.,: "It i, important 
to remember that we are student 
athlete.,, An} athlete ""ho can't keep 
'>ati factory grades "ill not 
compete in sport,." 
Coach \1oultrie's daily regimen 
in\'olvcs talking about the 
importance of education. 
"Dion and Tammy truly de,erve 
recognition for their excellent 
performances lx)th on and off the 
field," .\.1oultrie said. "Dion's 
performance level and contri hu11on 
Wrestlers seek All-Am.erican 
status at NCAA cham.ponships 
By William Bryant 
Hilltop Staff Writer 
I hrec lloward Un1vers1ty 
wrestlers will go to the 1997 NCAA 
Wn•,tl1ng Cha111p1on,h1ps al 1he 
Un1ver,ity of Northern Iowa from 
M,trdl 19-22. 
Under 1h1.: clirec111111 ol head coac:h 
Paul Collon I )c1 rtl I,,. I lcn,on, Ja,011 
Guy1on .111tl Frt·d11c:k A,hlcy 
qualtl1cd tor 1he NC'AA 
Championsh 1ps uftcr w11111111g their 
ll',pe1:11vc weight 1:la,\es at the 
1997 Ln,tl'l 11 Reg1cmal Wrcs1l111g 
Champmnslups on March 8. Each 
compctllor llllhl plat·e 111 the lop 
eight 111 1he11 respective \\eight 
<:lass lo become All American. 
wh1d1 has 11011><.'t'lll red 1n l Inward\ 
\\ rl'stl1ng p1ogra111 
,\,.,freshman, Gujton t·ornpcted 
at 1hc N( A As 111 the 142-pound 
class. Al'ler w111n111g the Eastern 
Regional, he was voted MVP by the 
Mid Eastern Athletic Conference. 
In lu-.1 year\ Eastern Regional, he 
losl in overtime, which prevented 
Guyton from returning 10 the 
NCAA Wrestling Championships 
for the senmd <:onseeutive year. 
Thi, yeai. Guy1on jumped 1wo 
Wt'1gh1 das,e, to I 58 rounds lo 
:tl't'ommodatl' his ~·oungcr brother. 
Jn<:obi. who Y. rcsl les at 150 pounds 
I Ii\ aggressive wrestling SI) le had 
Gu) ton ranked 20th hy the NC' A/'\s 
Ill the 158 pound weight class. As 
ht· t'lltcr-, thi, )Car's NCAA 
Champ1011,hips, C'oach Cotton 
hopt·, that <.iu), ton <:an cont 1nue his 
\\ 111n1ng \\.I) s. 
"Dt•spllc a ~() 8 n:nwd, coaches at 
the F.1,1ern Rt·i.:i1mal st·cd mee1111g 
- -u11h1dt•rt·d .la,on a m.q11r 1oh· 
rile\ llll'l,llh l,llll:ht·d Ill lnilll or 
, -
mt· \\ ht•n he ""' ,el·dcd flr,1," 
Collon ,,ml. 
"1\.1) ma,1rn 11h,1adt· ,,as _rumpmg 
up 1,,0 \\t'1ghl t'l.,,se,,' Jason 
Gu) 11111 ,,11d "I .nn happ, atiout 
win111111• 111 d11uhk OH'rt111w at lht· 
-Fa,1t·1 n Rt·~u1nal In !ht·'-:(.'\ \,. I 
• 
ha, c t\l 11,c 111) l1nt·,,t• ,h.tlb 111 
111tkr hl b,:at m) he.I\ it·r opponem, 
Ill lx·t'\lllll' \11-,\mcri,:an." 
\ftt'I tr,1n-,li:n tng fr,,111 .\h1rg,m 
St.Ht'. \,hll•, hn, lx·t·n .1 "dc\lm.:tl 
,1dd11wn 111 (. ,,1h,n', ,, 1t',tling 
progr,1111. 
\t \lorgan. ht• \\11t1 thl· F.i-..tern 
Reg11111al 111 tht' I 77-p11und ,,e,ght 
da" a, a frc,hman. 
H1, 24 4 rt'l.'\lrd fl:\\ .1r1kd \,hk, 
,, ith a fir,1 ,ct·d ,II th1, )Car·, 
L1,1ern Rt·gmnal C'h,1111pwn,h1p, 
fhe 'C \ \ "rt•,tlmg t·oad1t', 
h,l\ l' hs tt·d \, hk\ ,llld hi, 
te:11mna1t·. I kn,1,11. ,,, pott'nll,tl \11-
\mcrican "n:,1 lt'r,., "h1ch h.,, plll 
added pre'--llfl' on tilt' mu,l.'ul.ir 
,ophornore. 
Derrick Henson, 118 lbs., is a potential All -American athlete. 
•· 111 the 177-pound weight clas,. 
my maJor competl!or, come from 
snrnller \l'hoob. not 1he Pac IO or 
Big 12," Ashlc) said. "They don't 
rt•,pt·ct I Iowa rd "l'l''' ler, lwcause 
"l' ha,t· never produted an All-
\mcrican Although Derrick and I 
arc listed as potential AII-
Amcricans, wre!>tlers from major 
schools expect us to lose." 
Colton. Guyton and Ashley said 
senior Derrick Henson has the best 
chance to become How.ird 
University\ first Al l-American 
wres1ler. Henson was ranked 12th 
tn the NCAA\, I 18-pound weight 
do not re,pect wres1lers from the 
Eastern Regional. 
"I am looking to peak at the 
NCAAs. to become Howard\ first 
All-American." Henson said. "I am 
gomg 10 rcpresem this l niversit1 
with dignity and pride:· 
As A ll-Americans. Guy ton, 
Ashley and Henson can help take 
Cotton's wres tling program to 
another level. Howard is one of 
only four historically b lack 
universities and colleges that fields 
a wrestling program. Since 1995, 
Howard University has sen t 
wrestlers to the NCAA Wrestling 
Fredrick Ashley, 177 lbs., is a potential WCAA All-American ath-
lete. 
\. !~t,, 
11" :'h 2 rl.·,:ord. d.:tt·rm 111.11 mn 
and lllt'lllal toughne,, h.1, Hcn,on 
ll't' Ii n I! t'111l fidt•nt ah11ut bccom mg 
- -
,\l l-Amt·rk.111. 
"I \\ ,1111 10 go 1)ut and control eal.'h 
1x·n1xl .u the'\('\.\, .1ga111,t 111) 
l.'11m1....-11wr, In ,om.: •11.111:h.:,. I 
l111c-..sed m, 011?.l!l.'r ,md ,1n,1H!cr 
11pJl1.'llt'nt,. ~, hil:h-led !1), u.:tori;,, .. 
I kn,, 'II ,,ud 
" In 1,1e '\C' \ \', ,,'l'dlllg. I .1111 lllll 
t'\l'tl ,.rnh.nl. "'11ch c.1 lit· 
:\llnhuted to tht· f,1et that I ,, ·c,t ,e 
,11 Htn,.ird \lthl,ugh I ,1 n .1 
potellli.11 \ II- .\meril-.m. co.k'ht'-. 
Champ1on,hip,. 
HO\\t'\l'r. the) ha,e not returned 
to the \lecca a, , \II-American~. 
"I am confident that Hen,on and 
-\-.hie) ,, ti\ become All-
-\mt·ril.·;rn, The) ha\'e been 
domma1111g ,111 )Car." Collon ,aid. 
"llnfortun,11e ,:, the '\C-\A 
compk, ,,eigh-m ')'tem Y.JII ha,e 
Ja,lm ,, re,thl' l:'- •pnuneni-- ,, ho 
might ,,l'igh .h muth a, 175 
pound, comp.:11ng in the 1 'i '-
pound ,, eight cl.-1,-. ... 
Tammy Edwards, 3.32, junior 
Administrative Justice 
on the track over the past four years 
~peak~ for itself. She trul, deserves 
10 be an All-American. Although 
Ed,,ard, j,.. onl: a Junior. ,he has 
clearl) demonstrated that she can 
compete at this level. Tamm) has 
dbtinguished herself on the track. 
cross countr). and as a citizen. She 
has all the ingredients 10 be an All-
-American." 
To be nominated. an athlete must 
be a "arsit} starter or ke) resene 
and must maintain a min11r.um 3.2 
cumulative grade pomt a\'erage. 
Ed,, ard, h, •Id, a 3.32 grade potnt 
a, erage m admimstration of Justice. 
The junior from Fon Lauderdale. 
Fla .. ha-; been Howard's MVP smce 
her freshman season in cross 
countr). She is a \'ersatile athlete 
who has scored for the Lad) Bison 
track team in the 800 meter. 1500 
meter. 3200 meter and distance 
relay events. Edwards has 
continued Howard\ tradiuon of 
versatile athletes who ha,e excelled 
in the di.,tance and rela) e, ents. 
Although Ed,\ards ,,as unable to 
comment. her abilit) 10 balance 
both academic and athletics with 
such high standards is outstanding. 
In addition to \\'alker and 
Edwards. eight track athletes from ; 
Hov,ard 's track and field team met • 
the academic qualifications for the : 
GTE Academic All-American 
Team. Staci Ste\\.art (3.48-pre-
pharmac) ). Sophi..i \\'e1r 0.50-
human de\elopment), Ebon) \\'hite 
(3.51-Fashioo \,1erchandi:.e). Drew 
Anderson (3.37-biology). Adrian 
Clarke (3.88-Finance), Mdbrahtom 
l\.1ezgebe (3.5 1-mechanical 
engineering). Gary Monroe (3.63-
computer science) and Abdullah 
Zaki (3.40-political science). 
CoS[DA'l> guidelines stipulate that 
only two athletes from one sport 
can be nominated b} each 
uni\'er-.it) 
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The Hilltop is looking for an ambitious sports editor. 
Send your resume and work samples to The Hilltop. 
Call 806-6866 for more information . --.. 
• 
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GENERAL ASSEMBLY ELECTIONS COMMITTEE 
~~,,_ 
-· 'r... -;~ .. y 
~ ;<.ff&= • • • ~~ ... ~ ~ 
.:·~""Yk,. ~.;,t:;. ~ ........ ~ 
~-.P&'· - =~~ ~~;~:~ 
VOTING SI -~ ~>--~FOR THE SPRING 1997 
~1-. ~ .,. 
RUl~l-lOFF ELECTIONS 
! ~ 
HUSA PRES}t>ENT. VICE PRESIDENT, 
.t re: . ., 
AND UNDHBGRADUATE TRUSTEE ~ ¾.,: i 
!~ ~ ~ i:'t ..,.~ 
... ~ ., *-' 
E ~ ~ ~1 
11HE FOLLOWING SdJ ~':·~):. ·tWILL BE VOTING IN THE 
s ~ . , ... ~'- -~. , , ·-· ~~~ BLAO ~ i:-; _: NfBALLROOM: 
:. ? =~,~~~~ -:.-:~ .. -~ ,:-. ';t. 
\ / "~;~ ~~-- :;;;-_ <);~~~~' 
• • ~~ .:::;; • -~<y2' 
l ; , • -z.Y· •;."12':i2•,~" 
ALI~IED IIE.A.LTH,. Scr:ENcitll ARCHITECTURE, ARTS AND 
• I 1,. ~ ::i --~ SCIENCES, BUSINESS,,~ ·"; ,( __ ·,_ MUNIC.l\TIONS, EDUC:ATION. 
ENGINEERING, FINE All.t,s, . -~-:~t~i_;·' SING. SOCI~~L WORK, AND ALL 
GR~L\DUATE STlJDENTS~NOT SPEC:IFIED BELO\V 
.. , 
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Have the nation's 
largest collegiate Black 
newspaper mailed to 
your home or office. 
Be a part of history in 
the making! 
Semester 40 
Year 60 
r--------------------------, I Please send my subscription to: I 
IN~ I 
I --------- I 
I Address________ I 
I I I ________ I 
I I 
I -,---~---- I 
I Phone I I -------- I 
IL r - - .J. - - -1\fuke ;h~ks ~r~;n;y~rde~ -p;;-yabl; ~ - - - - - , 
-----------------------1 I I I I THE HTT,T,TOP 1 
I 2251 Sherman Avenue N.W. I 
I Washington, D.C. 20001 I 
I I 
I Call Dichelle Turner, Office MaoagP.r, for details at 202.806.6866 I 
: or e-mail us at : 
I thehilltop@cldc.howard.edu I 
I I 
I I 
L----------------------------J 
I 
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ILLT 
paid in full, the Monday before 
publication. Announcements by 
campus organizations for meet-
ings, seminars or non-profit events 
are free for 10 words or Jess and 
SI for every additional five word<,. 
Campus announcement:. for profit 
are charged as individuals. Indi-
viduals advertising for the purpose 
of announcing a service, buying or 
selling are charged $5 for the first 
20 words and $ I for every addi-
tional five words.Local companies 
are charged $10 for the first 20 
words and $2 for every five words 
thereafter. Personal ads are $2 for 
the first 10 words and $1 for every 
additional five words. C.ol liJll-
Evenings,Weekend 
(202) 484-7415 STUDENT ID 
REQUIRED 
ring Break 1997! 
CASH • IDs o: Ore-? eces. 3 ~n ·s. Tnongs, D Cuos & '.'eris Shave Bumps'! 
We: can help in 5-shaves. 
CALL: 1-800-330-FJ\CE 
www.quadchem.com 
College Reps. Needed 
l TlteBikini Shop 
opa r nal $2 
As-salaamu Ala1kum ! I Muslim 
prayer & sermon every Friday (a 
I PM. Islamic studies class Sun 
days (a, 2PM. All are invited! 
Carnegie Building (near Dou-
glass). For more informallon: 
(202) 291-3790 
Bone Marrow Drive April 7, I l -
3pm Bethune Annex Seminar 
Room 
Ml 1'; NI Ei\ ! i\1LN! 
Arc y intcre led ,n explormg 
Hb,~C!> r I ted to Relat1011 hips 
v. th th opposite l>CX 
Rel on hip w11h other men 
P r I and 1>0C1al ideals about 
m ntood 
Rel lion hip with famlly 
1J ,nber• 
nd d vclopment 
up I l m nga 
r hn erv,cc , 
en in expl rrng dyn mies 
o:.ir live U mtereb1ed 
II .fude L u!'enc or Carl 
70 
SERVICES 
Attention All Students!!! 
Grants, Scholarships Avai lable 
From Sponsors!!! No Repay-
ments, Ever!!!$$$ Cash For Col-
lege $$$. For 
Info: l -800-243-2435 
Professional VCR Service Free 
estimates, T.V. VCR hookup, pro-
gramming pickup & delivery - 45 
day warranty, Students discounts. 
Call John at 202-234-0840 
EUROPE $169 
Within USA $79 - $129. 
Caribb. Mexico $189.r/l. Cheap I 
Fares Everywhere! airhitch@.net-
com.com v. ww.isicom.fr/airh itch/ ] 
800-326-2009 l 
f'OR RENT 
Share Beautiful llome 11Pnvacy" 
Away from Campus Life located in 
Landover Hills Area. Quiel, Nice 
Neighborhood with Patio Minutes 
from Metro (30 I )772-7888 or 
(301)532-3446 (pager) 
Adams Morgan 2560 University 
PL Huge 3 bdrm duplex loft , 2 
baths, 3 dens, drplc, CAC , W /W 
$1200 +plw, Utils; Efficiency, 45 
Rhode Island Ave, NE, Vv 'W, $375 
plus Ut1ls. Near U Street Metro. 
Call 202-488-1449 
Fully Furnished Rooms 
Carpeting W/ D. Cooking Facili-
ties. Near HUH. $250-$300/month 
Including Utilities $200 Security 
Deposit Call 202-291-2248 
45 Rhode Island Ave., NE Effi-
ciency $375 a month includes util-
ities 202-488-1449. 
Cap1tol ll11l Bsmt Apt WJb, one 
bedroom, Central Heat/NC, 
Alarm System LR, DR, Kth, 
Seperate entrances $600 plus utili-
ties (f 1)202-544-3248 (P)202-
5 l5-6270(P) 
N. W House to Share 2 - Blocks 
from Campus. Beautifully Reno-
vated Victorian House. Clean, 
Bright Atmosphere. $300 -
$380/mth Call 202-387-6455 
Duplex-spacious 3 Br, 2 Ba, 3 
level living, WD,CAC. DW, 
walking distance to Howard, plus 
utilities, $1,100.00. Contact Ms 
Drummond {[ll 301-229-2485 
Furnished Basement Apartment/ 
Exposed Brick/ Rooms / Cozy 
Carpeted Renovated. 10 minutes 
walk. Howard ' Metro. Laundry 
735 15tfl StrMt., NW 
(202) 393-3533 
Microwave Facilities. $ 285 + 
includes utilities (301) 294-0334. 
BELP WANTED 
Part-time clcncal help v.anted -
20 hours per week. Flexible hours 
in Managemen, Consultant"s office 
- No experience necessary. Call 
202-829-118 I. 
Help Wanted 
General Office Skills, Macintosh 
computer experience, 9am- l 2 
noon. M-F, $7.00 per hour. Inter-
ested call 246-6650 and leave mes-
sage. 
SOMMER OPPOR'l'0Nl'l'V 
Perfect summer job - beautiful set-
ting on large, clear Maine lake, 
caring and energetic peers, teach-
ing your skill, and you save money. 
Can you teach any of the following 
- tennis, archery, nature, video, 
riflery, windsurfing, canoeing, 
sailing, basketball, ceramics, 
woodwork, swimming, (WSJ or 
Lifeguard)? Age 20+. Transporta-
tion provided. 6/22 - 8/21. Call 
Camp Winnebago, 800-932-1646 
or 703-437-0808 or write 1606 
Washington Plaza, Reston, VA 
20190; E-mail address: 
PhilCWHV@aoJ.com. Website 
http://www.centcon.com/~Win-
nebago. 
'J'O'r<>R N.EEPEP 
Second grader doesn't know his 
ABC's! Dedicated tutor needed, 
five days a week for 5 weeks. Your 
mission: Teach this little brother 
his ABC's. We will pay you $15 
per hour, and a bonus of $200 if 
the student passes a test that we 
administer. We are The African 
American Cultural Education 
Foundation. Please call Mr. 
Dumisani at (202)832-9712 and 
leave a message. 
Thank you 
Earn extra mcome, p.:}7f.:}'. For 
'Che Undergraduate 
Student Assembly 
Presents 
the 
1996-1991 
Spring rJlack Arts 
Jestival 
schectule of events 
Saturday, -April 6 - Saturday, -April 12 
~11. April 6 
Mon. l1pnl t 
1"ues. ll.pnf 8 
Wea. April 9 
1:Jn1rs llvril 10 
]n.Apnl 11 
Sat Avril 12 
Call to Cr1apel 
gospel Concert 
Poetry Cipher 
<f alent SJ1olv 
Concert(ten ti tive) 
8:tertaunerit Day 
t3oatRide 
yard 7est Sp• ,,19 PJCni.: 
Step S:"o~-\ 
,4.~er Pa.rt13 
Andrew leankin Chapel 
Cramton 
Punch out 
Cra;'i'lton 
Cramton 
Cramron 
St,· ritofWasJ11ngto,, 
,Mau1 yara 
~urr y~,n 
1"!,A 
~•~flrtists vvill be a.r,nouncect in early flpril. 
)\!lark your Calendar for Cl 
PHA'YWeek !!! 
- - -50()1 OFF I 
COUPONJ 
- - -
more info. send $2 and S.A.S.E. to 
419 Burbank. Suite 30::!. Washing-
ton. DC '.!0019 
Volunteer In Africa or 5iex1co. 
Ont year posts health, human 
nghLs business. journc1lism. youth. 
environment, and more. Visions in 
Action 202-625-7403. 
PERSONALS 
T.0.C. thanks for all of your sup-
port through the rough times. 
- Slice 
A!l1 
The Brothers of Delta Sigma Pi. 
Iota Rho Chapter would like to 
wish a very Happy Birthday to 
Brother Jacqueline Green-
Deckard 
6:£11 
Happy Birthday 
Brother Osllusia Gates! 
AS 1011011c 4 lrnm t.n Ir oao1es, 
J 
B , 
freal 
p l" J j ' 1 1 P.4.:~ 
)6 ,I,. I ' ✓ift 
llapr B d y to 11, 
·1 rai;ha~ 9 , ou B" T (2" 96) 
much love 
Become an internet 
sen ice pro, tder for 
le~ and faster than ) ou 
think. 
UNLIMITED 
INTER lET 
ACCESS 
One centralized e-rnad box with Read ,, nte 
acccss1bility ,•,orld\,idc.\Vcb .sen er and contents 
developn1ent and hosting. Subscribe today! Sell. 
Auy, I can1 and Have Fun as you gro,v \\'1th this 
emerging technology.Services pro, idcd: Chat 
rooms \ 1deo-Conf erencing, Love. et-Datu1g IRC. 
OnhnePublislung, and much more. Free bro,vscr, 
frte internet tra1n1ng. 1\:1: 703-370-8800. 
\Veb Site: llttp:~ w,V\v.panafnca.com 
Dial-up access Sl l/n1ontb nlin 6 n1onths. 
Join PanAOL Todav 
.. 
A Unique Cyber Community 
presents 
1st ANNUAL HOWARD UNIVERSITY 
SENIOR CABARET 
HONORING THE CLASS OF 1997 
Saturday, April 26, 1997 
$ 30 
Singles 
9pm - 2am 
At The 
G rgJJ ~Strt! YR tt 
(Independence Ballroom) 
Music by DJ TRINI 
Free Buffet .,., Cash Bar * Photos 
$ 50 
Couples 
Special Thanks - JT., Misty, School of Business SC., Arts & Sciences S.C. 
Games 
& 
Shoes 
Included 
I 1n 
$10 
Admission 
"=" 19'9'7 oi,-s,o,.,.,o ".X~ POUU ........... KUC. 202 3.32 ~7◄0 
A Student 5ar A55ociation & Cla55 of 1997 N Production 
The Howard University School of Law 
Is Challenging Youl 
Friday March 21, 1997 
10pm - 2am 
BOWL AMERICA 
8616 Cameron Street• (off Georgia Ave.) 
Silver Spring, MD 
